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1.0 SUMMARY 
This document describes the analysis and use of program L221 (TEV1561, a digital 
computer  program  to  calculate  steady  state  solutions for linear second-order  differential 
equations caused by sinusoidal forcing functions. The program calculates generalized 
coordinate  frequency  responses, load  frequency  responses, and load  power  spectral 
density (PSD) parameters using random harmonic analysis techniques. The particular 
field of application of the  program is the  analysis of airplane response and  loads  caused 
by continuous air turbulence,  both  vertical  and  lateral  gusts. 
The  equations of motion and  'load  equations of the vehicle must be formulated  outside 
L221 (TEV156)  and  read  as  program  input  data from either  cards  or  magnetic  files.  The 
frequency  response  functions  for  the  generalized  coordinates  and  loads  (shears, 
moments, accelerations, etc.) are solved at a large number of discrete frequencies. An 
empirical representation of the atmospheric turbulence PSD is utilized together with 
the load  frequency  response  functions  to  obtain  the  load  PSD  parameters x and No (root 
mean  square (RMS)  load/root mean  square  gust velocity and the number of zero 
crossings  with  positive  slope  per  unit  distance,  respectively). 
A number of options  are  available  within  the  program  to  produce  flexibility as to  the 
type of solution  and  results  desired.  Some of these  features are: 
Equations of motion and load  equation coefficient matrices  may  be  either  frequency 
dependent  (nonconstant  coefficients)  or  frequency  independent  (constant 
coefficients) 
User  selection of gust  spectra  description 
User-specified  scale of turbulence 
Multiple  forcing  function  spectra  description 
Static-elastic  solution  for  quasi-steady  path 
Deletion of user-specified  degrees of freedom 
User-specified structural  damping  factor for each  degree of freedom 
User-specified starting  point  for RMS integration 
0 User-specified Wagner and Kussner indicia1 lift growth function coefficients 
0 Gradual gust penetration 
0 Load correlation 
0 User  input  or  internal  generation of the  array of solution  frequencies 
The following results  can  be  saved on magnetic tape for automatic plotting with 
user-supplied  interface  and  plotting  programs: 
0 Frequency response functions for the generalized coordinates* 
0 Frequency response functions for the loads* 
0 Load power spectra  functions* 
0 Real and imaginary components of the generalized coordinate frequency responses 
0 Real and imaginary components of the load frequency responses 
0 RMS loads, ?i* 
*These  items  can  also be automatically  plotted  using  the COMp80 plotter. 
Limitations imposed on the  equations  are: 
0 All roots must have positive damping. 
Note: A  solution  will  occur  even  though the  damping is negative; however, i t  will 
be in  error as no steady  state  solution  exists. 
0 The matrix which is the sum of the zero-, first-, and second-order coefficients must 
be nonsingular at all solution  frequencies. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The computer  program L221(TEV156) may be used as either a stand-alone  program  or 
as a module of a program system called DYLOFLEX which was developed for NASA 
under  contract NAS1-13918 (ref. 1). Because of the DYLOFLEX contract  requirements 
developed in reference 2, a program was needed to calculate power spectral density 
(PSD) gust load parameters for equations of motion and load equations which have 
frequency-dependent coefficients. An existing program' that calculated PSD gust load 
parameters  for  equations  with  constant coefficients was modified  according  to the 
DYLOFLEX specifications,2 to optionally use nonconstant coefficient matrices for the 
equations of motion and load equations. 
'Clemmons. R. E.: A  Power  Spectral  Digital  Computer  Program  to Determine Dynamic L o a h  due 
to Random  Gusts-PSDSYS'  (TEVI56)-Users  Guide. BCS-G0235, June 1973. 
2Clemmone. R. E.: Programming Specifications for Modules of the Dynamic Loads System to 
Znteerface With  FLEXSTAB. NASA contract NASI-13918, BCS-G0701, September  1975. 
(Internal Documents) 
3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
The following list contains  items  that  appear  in  this document  except  section 6.3 (card. 
input). 
Engineering 
notation 
C 
C 
e 
Definition 
Gust response factor = ur/ug, 
responselunit velocity. 
Real and complex coefficients of the 
AIC matrix. 
Aerodynamic  influence coefficient 
matrix. 
Wagner  indicial  lift  growth 
coefficients. 
Kiissner  indicial  lift  growth 
coefficients. 
Reference chord length,  units of length 
Scalar  constant  on  the  equations of 
motion  forcing  function  when using 
gradual  penetration. 
Scalar  constant on the load equation 
forcing  function  when  using  gradual 
penetration. 
Equations of motion  forcing  function 
coefficient matrix. 
Load equations forcing  function 
coefficient matrix. 
Equations of motion  convoluted  forcing 
function coefficient matrix. 
Load equations convoluted  forcing 
function coefficient matrix. 
Special feedback coefficients. 
Aerodynamic force. 
Streamwise  distance from the point 
first encountering gust to  the  points 
encountering  the  gust  later,  units of 
length 
Array of frequencies at which the 
frequency-dependent input  matrices 
are defined. 
Laplace  transforw of the Kiissner 
indica1 lift  growth  function. 
4 .  
Special  feedback  transfer  function. 
Feedback  gain  coefficient of the 
feedback transfer  function. 
Structural  damping coefficient matrix. 
Laplace  transform of the Wagner 
indicia1  lift  growth  function. 
F 
Scale of turbulence,  units of length. 
Lumped inertial  data. 
Equations of motion  coeffkient 
matrices  for  generalized  coordinate 
displacement,  rate,  and  acceleration, 
respectively. 
Equations of motion  coefficient 
matrices for  convoluted  generalized 
coordinate  displacement,  rate,  and 
acceleration,  respectively. 
Load equations coefficient matrices for 
generalized  coordinate  displacement, 
rate,  and  acceleration,  respectively. 
Load equations coefficient matrices for 
convoluted  generalized  coordinate 
displacement,  rate,  and  acceleration, 
respectively. 
Number of zero  crossings  with  positive 
slope  per  distance. 
Coefficients of the special  feedback 
transfer  function. P(l),P(2),P(3) and 
P(4),P(5),P(6),P(7) are  the second-order 
functional  coefficients  for  the 
numerator  and  denominator, 
respectively. 
Dynamic  pressure,  forehnit  area 
Generalized  coordinates of the 
equations. 
Magnitude of the load  solution at each 
solution  frequency. 
Magnitude of the  generalized 
coordinates at each  solution  frequency. 
Coefficients of the special  feedback 
transfer  function. R(l),R(2),R(3) and 
R(4),R(5),R(6),R(71 are  the zero-order 
functional  coefficients for the 
numerator  and  denominator, 
respectively. 
Fydamp 
G 
[SPEC] 
{ SUMC} 
{SUMC} 
[ SUMM] 
[SU"]  
{TI 
Laplace  operator = io. 
Equations of motion special feedback - ' 
coefficient matrices for  generalized . 
coordinate  displacement,  rate,  and 
acceleration,  respectively. 
Equations of motion  special  feedback 
coefficient matrices for  convoluted 
generalized  coordinate  displacement, 
rate,  and  acceleration,  respectively. 
Load equations  special feedback 
coefficients matrices for generalized 
coordinate  displacement, rate,  and 
acceleration,  respectively. 
Load equations special  feedback 
coefficient matrices for convoluted 
generalized  coordinate  displacement, 
rate,  and  acceleration,  respectively. 
Load output  spectrum at each  solution 
frequency. 
Equations of motion  forcing  function 
summation  matrix. 
Load solutions at each  solution 
frequency. 
Generalized  coordinate  summation 
matrix. 
Load equations  summation  matrix for 
generalized  coordinates. 
Coefficients of the special 
feedback transfer  function.  T(1) 
and T(2),T(3),T(4),T(5),T(6),T(7) 
are  first-order  functional  coefficients ; 
for the  numerator  and  denominator, ' 
respectively. 
Coefficients of the  special  feedback ' 
transfer  function.  U(l),U(2),U(3),  and 
U(4),U(5),U(6),U(7)  are  first-order 
function coefficients for the numerator ' 
and  denominator, respectively. 
True  airspeed velocity,  lengtldsec. 
Normalwash. 
Normalwash  caused by the  'gust from 
point  i. 
Complex frequency  response  function. 
Scale  factor  on  forcing  function. 
Wagner  indicia1 lift  growth 
coefficients. 
a2 432 a 2  
“8 
K 
io] 
t 
* 
di 
Kussner  indicia1  lift  growth 
coeffkiente. 
Gust  angle,  radians. 
Wagner  function. 
Kiiisner  function. 
Mode deflection 
Mode slope. 
Gust mode shape. 
Root mean  square (RMS) of response. 
Root mean  square of gust velocity with 
zero  mean. 
Gust  spectrum. 
Spatial  frequency = oN, radiaduni t  length 
Frequency,  radls. 
Laplace  transform. 
Equations of motion  gradual 
penetration  forcing  function  matrix. 
Load equations  gradual  penetration 
forcing  function  matrix. 
Structural  damping  factor. 
Rudder  angle. 
Rudder  limit for special  feedback 
transfer  function. 
Constant for the exponential  input 
spectrum. 
Exponential power constant for the 
exponential  input  spectrum. 
Row matrix. 
Rectangular  matrix. 
Column  matrix. 
Diagonal  matrix. 
Transpose of the matrix. 
Indicates  convolution. 
Real part  of complex number. 
4.0 ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICAL DE.SCRIPTION 
This  program is  capable of calculating,.steady  state  solutions for any  linear second-order 
differential  equations  caused by sinusoidal forcing  functions.  Statistical  characteristics 
of loads for the forcing function spectral shape may also be calculated using random 
harmonic  analysis  techniques. . 
The following engineering  description is for the specific  field of application: the  analysis 
of airplane  response  and  loads  due to  continuous  random  atmospheric  turbulence. 
4.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
In  general,  the  equations of motion  consist essentially of three  parts: 
1. Structural (generalized stiffness, inertia, and damping) 
2. Aerodynamic (generalized response and excitation air  forces) 
3. .Stability augmentation system (SASI (equations relating system transfer functions 
and  sensor  signals) 
The  equations of motion can be represented  in  the form: 
(Structural + SAS) + (Response  Aerodynamics) = (Gust  Excitation Aerodynamics) 
M’s, C’s = Appropriate matrix coefficients 
q’s = Generalized  coordinates  including  SAS  degrees of freedom 
Qg = Gust  angle 
= Wagner  function  (equal one for no lift  growth) 
Jr = Kissner  function  (equal one  for  no lift  growth) 
* indicates  convolution 
where: 
[Mlstruct 1 = Generalized structural stiffness 
IM2struct 1 
[M3S*ruct 1 
= Generalized structural damping 
= Generalized structural inertia 
The  generalized  structural  inertia [M 3struct ] = [4IT[ M] [4] and the structural  
stiffness [ Mlst:uct] = [g2] [+IT[ M] [4] are usually formed in vibration programs 
which require  only  geometric,  structural  stiffness,  and mass data. 
Generally, structural damping is assumed to be proportional to displacement but in 
phase  with velocity. I t  can be written  in  the  present  notation as: 
where gsD = 2 (structural  damping  factor, 5 ,  on  each  degree of freedom). 
This  representation  is  generally  associated  with  harmonic  motion  and io built  into  this 
program as an option. However, if an equivalent viscous damping representation is 
desired,  the  structural  damping  can be transformed  into  an  equivalent  viscous  damping 
representation  given  as, 
This representation is sometimes used with harmonic motion. However, it should be 
noted that  when this method is used, the structural damping factor will vary with 
frequency  and  have a value of g s ~ 1 2  only at the  natural  frequency of each mode. 
The  coefficients [ MiSAS ] i = l  ,3 represent  the  definition of the SA$ equations  and are 
not a function of the  aerodynamic  representation.  Therefore,  they are placed in  the MI 
through M3 matrices. 
Because this is a general-purpose  program,  the & and M5 matrices  usually  consist of 
the  generalized  response  aerodynamic  forces,  with that portion of & and M5 
corresponding  to the SAS submatrices  in  MI, M2, and M3 equal to zero. The  generalized 
response  aerodynamic  matrices are formed  by the expression: 
where: 
{Fa) = Aerodynamic  force 
[4] = Mode deflection 
In  general,  the  aerodynamic force is given as 
= Dynamic  pressure 
= Mode slope 
= [A] + i[ B] ; [B] = 0 if (reduced frequency) k = 0 1, 
M4 and M5 are only valid for the specific o correspondihg to the reduced 
frequency, k, that was  used  to  calculate the  imaginary AIC matrix [B]. 
The  generalized  excitation  matrix {C3}, which is generally  caused by gust,  may  remain 
complex and  similarly  may be written: 
where {W,} = {+,}e for harmonic  motion, io t 
also 
then 
so define 
Note: If ai = 0 (no gust penetration),  then {4g} = { 1). 
4.2 LOAD EQUATIONS 
The load equations follow the  same  format as the  equations of motion. 
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where: 
[ml],[&],[M3] = Load matrix coefficienta of the  generalized  coordinate  displacement, 
rate,  and  acceleration,  respectively 
[ & l l [ ~ S l  = Load matrix coefficients of the  generalized  coordinate rate and 
acceleration  convoluted  with the  Wagner  function 
F 2 1  = Load matrix coefficient of the  excitation  function  (usually gust 
{e3 1 = Load matrix  coefficient of the  excitation  function  convoluted  with 
angle ag) 
the  Kussner  function 
= Wagner  function 
3r = Kussner  function 
q,(i,4, = Generalized  coordinate  displacement,  velocity,  andcceleration 
responses,  respectively 
* Indicates  convolution 
Relating  these  matrices  in a physical  sense, [ a , ] ,  [M and @3] are  usually 
associated with the load resulting  from  structural  response; lkf.41 and li& are usually 
associated  with  e load  resulting  from  aerodynamic  response; is usually 
associated  with the load resulting  from  the  gust  excitation force. 
4.3 SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
The steady state solution for the equations of motion and load equations caused by 
sinusoidal  forcing  functions  is  obtained by using  the  Laplace  transform  technique. 
Taking  the  Laplace  transform of the  equations of motion and load equations  results  in 
the form: 
11 
where: 
gSD = Structural  damping  factor 
Z = Scaling  factor 
S = Laplace  operator = i o  
and  using  the  relationship  that  the Laplace transform of the convolution  theorem  gives 
Duhamel’s  formula: 
Load Equations 
Thus,  generalized  coordinated  and load  frequency  response  functions are easily  obtained 
by solving  equations (10) and (12). 
The matrix coefficients for the equations of motion and load equations may be either 
independent of frequency  or  frequency  dependent.  However,  for  the  frequency-dependent 
matrices, a linear interpolation of the matrix coefficients is used to form additional 
matrices at frequencies intermediate to those formed external to this program. This 
interpolation process is necessary so that the equations of motion and load equations 
may  be evaluated a t  a sufficient  number of frequencies  to  adequately  define the 
frequency  response  function,  while  generating as few input  matrices  as  necessary.  The 
selection of frequencies is dependent upon the damping in the system, the frequency 
range over which the contribution of the responses significantly affect the final RMS 
loads, the number of modes used, and the frequency separation between modes. For 
typically low-damped dynamic models, this requires the solution of the equations of 
motion a t  a  large  number of frequencies  (on the  order of 200 to 250). The  selection of 
frequencies is delegated to the engineering user, and the number must be kept to a 
minimum to reduce costs, yet must be sufficient to adequately define the frequency 
response  functions.  This  interpolation  is  required for  only the response  and  gust 
excitation aerodynamic matrices since the structural matrices and the SAS equations 
remain  constant  with  frequency. 
12 
Power spectral  density (PSD) load parameters,  root  mean  square (RMS) load/root mean 
square  gust velocity (A), and  number of zero  croesings (No) can  be  calculated  using the 
load  frequency  response  functions. The equations for A and No are 
Q(l2)dQ (13) 
and 
where: 
T(iR) = Load frequency response 
+(a) = Gust spectrum 
In  practice,  the  upper  limit  (infinity) of the  integral  is replaced by the  finite  value of 
the  last  discrete  frequency used in  the  solution of the  transfer  function. 
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5.0 PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION 
Program L221 (TEV156) has been  constructed as an overlay  system  consisting of a main . .. - 
overlay and  three  primary overlays: 
Main  overlay (L221,0,0) L221 
Primary  overlay (L221,1,0)  FINDRMS 
Primary  overlay (L221,2,0) SORTQLS 
Primary  overlay (L221,3,0) PLOTQLS 
The  main overlay  L221  simply  reads  cards  to  determine  which  primary  overlays are to 
be called,  calls  the  proper  primary  overlays  into  execution,  and  aids  in  communication 
between  overlays  through  labeled common blocks. 
FINDRMS  performs the  actual  calculations of L221 (TEV156). 
SORTQLS sorts  the  results of FINDRMS and  prepares a magnetic  file of data vectors 
suitable for plotting. 
PLOTQLS sorts the results of FINDRMS  and  prepares a magnetic  file of plot '  
instructions for the COMp80 plotter. 
A schematic of the L221 (TEV156)  overlay structure is presented  in  figure 1. A 
description of each  overlay follows. 
5.1 PROGRAM L221 
L221 is the program  name of the (L221,0,0)  overlay. This  overlay  repeatedly  reads  cards 
to determine the type of execution to  be  performed and calls primary overlays to 
perform the necessary  operations. 
The following is a list of keywords  used  to  control the execution of the system's  primary 
overlays. 
$FREQuency Indicates  that  the  input  data following this card is for use by 
L221 (TEV156). 
$TITLe Is printed  and ignored. 
$FINDrms  Causes the execution of program FINDRMS, (L221,1,0),  which 
performs all of the computations of L221 (TEV156). 
$SORTqls Causes the execution of program SORTQLS, (L221,2,0), which 
sorts  the  results of FINDRMS and  prepares a magnetic file of 
data vectors suitable for plotting. 
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3-49 - ( O S O )  
L221 
i 
I FTAPE 
"- .~~ . - 
INTAPE 51 -61 
* c 
4 
1 T F 
( 1  90) (390) (290)  
F I  NDRMS PLOTQLS SORTQLS 
b D 
I RTAP E 
Lo La NEWTPE c3 TAPE99 d ." . ~~ I PLTPE 
A's and Zero Crossings 
All  magnetic  files  except "TAPE99" are written in READTPANRTETP  formats.  "TAPE99" 
is a file  written by PLOTQLS  which is suitable  for  plotting  on  the  COMp80. 
Figure 1.- L22 1 (TE V 156) Overlay Structure  and lnput/Output Files 
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$PLOTqls 
$CORE 
$CHECk 
Causes the execution of program PLOTQLS, (L221,3,0), which 
sorts  the  results of FINDRMS and  prepares a magnetic  file of 
plot  instructions for the COMp80 plotter. 
Causes  the  maximum field length  limit  to be  changed.  The  field 
length  limit  default  value is 200000  octal. 
Triggers a special option to aid a programmer testing fatal 
error logic paths  within  L221 (TEV156). The  option  causes the 
clearing of the  fatal  error  flag  and allows  execution  to  continue. 
This option is not intended for use during normal program 
executions. 
$QUIT  Causes L221  (TEV156) to  terminate  execution. 
5.2 PROGRAM FINDRMS 
Program FINDRMS, overlay  (L221,1,0),  performs all of the computations of L221 
(TEV156).  Given  an  input power spectrum @(a) over a range of frequencies 
( 0 1 ,  R2, . . ., RNFREQ), matrices of equations of motion,  load  equations,  and  excitation 
forces,  FINDRMS  will  find: 
{Q}  Response function of the generalized  coordinates at each  solution  frequency 
{m} Response function of the load at each solution frequency 
and  integrate  over  the  range of frequencies to  find: 
{A} RMS load values 
{NO} Number of zero  crossings  per  unit  length 
The  FINDRMS operations  are divided into  the following  10 steps  to  obtain  the  solutions 
of the generalized  coordinates. 
1. Read  card input of options  and  constants. 
2. Read card or magnetic file input of equations of motion [MI],  [Mz], ..., [Q] and 
[S1],1&], ..., [SS] for feedback plus the excitation forces {Cz} and {C3} or {fa} 
and [4] for gust penetration.  This  includes {FREQM} (frequencies  associated  with 
k-value  aerodynamics) if NKVAL > 0. 
Note: [ MG], [Si],  and { Cz} are not  used  when using  the DYLOFLEX system. 
3. For each of the  NFREQ  frequencies, solve  for {Q} the  generalized  coordinates,  save 
{ Q} on the  scratch  file,  and  optionally  print {Q}. The  generalized  coordinates are 
found by solving the following equation. 
[SUMM] {Q} = {SUMC} (15) 
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II I 
8 = iw, Laplace  transform  variable 
g(s) = Laplace  transform of the  Wagner  function 
b]S C I S  dls  - 
- al-""- b + Q ]  s + p ,  S + T I  
For a solution  with  feedback,  the following terms are also  added  to  [SUMM]. 
where: 
G(Pls2 + U l s  + R1)(P2s2 + U ~ S  + R2)(P3s2 + U3s + R3)(Tls + 1) 
(P4s2 + U4s + Ft4)...(P7s2 + U7s + R7MT2s + 1) ... (T7s + 1) Fydamp = 
{SUMC} = -Z f(s){Cg} + {C2} { 1 
where: 
(18) 
f(s) = Laplace  transform of the  Kussner  function 
b2S c2s d25 
= a2------ s+a2 s + P 2  s + y 2  
When gradual  penetration  is  requested, {C3} is frequency dependent and will 
be calculated as 
((331 = c [71C09{~{fd} - i[3lsin{n{f,)) { 1 (19) 
Note: Optionally, the input matrices [ M4], [Ms], [Ms], and { CQ} or [a;] are 
frequency dependent. Interpolation is required to define  those  matrices at 
each  frequency  (NFREQ), before calculating [ SUMM], { SUMC}, and { Q }  . 
Optionally, the user may specify multiple forcing functions causing the 
matrices { C3}, { SUMC}, and { Q} to  be  rectangular.  (See  appendix C for a 
discussion of the  multiple forcing  function  option.) 
Optionally,  the  user  may specify certain  degrees of freedom to be deleted. 
This is accomplished by zeroing the  appropriate  degrees of freedom in  the 
[SUMM] and { SUMC} matrices. 
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4. Modify the equations of motion for a static-elastic solution and repeat step 3. 
Chosen  columns of the  matrices [ Mz] , [M3], [Ms] , and [MG] are set equal  to zero 
for the  static-elastic  solution;  optional. 
The  loads are solved by the following steps. 
5.  Read  card  or  magnetic  file  input of load equations [all, [& ....,[ as] and [SI], 
[&I, ..., [&] for  feedback plus  the  matrices { c 2 }  and {C3} or 
Note: [ &] , pi], and { c2} are not used  when using  the DYLOFLEX system. 
6. For each frequency read {Q} (from step 3); calculate {SUMC}, the  input  spectrum 
+(a), and the output spectrum {SPEC}; 'optionally write data on magnetic files 
"IPLTPE"  and "IRTAPE"; optionally  print {SUMC}, and  keep a running 
integration  over  the  frequencies of {A} and 
(-6) = [SU"]{Q} (20) 
where: 
For a solution  with  feedback,  the following terms are also  added  to [SUMM]. 
When gradual penetration is requested, {c3} is frequency dependent and will be 
calculated as: 
r . 
The  integration for {A} and {No} at one  load, E., is shown as: 
where SPECgi is the output spectrum calculated for load a at frequency i and is 
found by: 
SPECgi = 4(Q)* ISUMCgi l 2  (25) 
where I SUMCgi I is the  absolute  value of the complex number  SUMCa. "
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The  input  spectrum  value t$(fl) is found by the user’s choice of one of the three 
following equations: 
L 1 + 3(LS2)* 
[ 1 + ( L a p ]  2 
@(a) = 7 - Dryden (26) 
@(a) = K(L?) -”  Exponential (28) 
or by interpolation  over a user-supplied tabular  spectrum. 
7. Print {A} and { N(,} and  optionally  punch  them  on  cards. 
8. Check the  correlation  between  the  different  load  responses  requested by card  input 
data;  optional. 
Note:  Optionally,  the  input  matrices [&I ,  [Ms], [&I, {c3} or [7] are 
frequency dependent. Interpolation is required to define these matrices at 
each  frequency before calculating  [SUMM],  {SUMC},  etc.,  in  step 6. 
“
Optionally, the user may specify multiple forcing functions causing the 
matrices {e3} and  {SUMC}  to  be  rectangular.  (See  appendix  C  for a 
discussion of the  multiple forcing  function  option.) 
Optionally, the user may specify certain degrees of freedom to be deleted. 
This  is accomplished by zeroing the appropriate degrees of freedom in  the 
[ S U “ ]  matrix. 
9. Modify the load  equations for a static-elastic  solution; set chosen columns of [&I, 
[M3], [&] and [&] to zero; and  repeat  steps 6,  7, and 8; optional. 
10. For  additional seta of load  equations,  repeat  steps 5 through 9; optional. 
5.3 PROGRAM SORTQLS 
Program SORTQLS, overlay (L221,2,0), which sorts generalized coordinate and load 
responses, is called  to  process  data  written  on  the  magnetic  file  “IPLTPE” by program 
FINDRMS and to write an output magnetic file “NEWTPE” which contains pairs of 
matrices,  independent  and  dependent  variables,  to be plotted by a subsequent  program. 
program. 
“IPLTPE”  contains  one  file of data (see fig. 11) for each FINDRMS solution. Each file 
begins with the frequency array {FREQ}, a 1 x NFREQ matrix, and is followed by 
NFREQ  groups of the  three  or  four  arrays below. {A} will be present  only  if 
IPLRMS = 1 on  FINDRMS  card 4.3. 
I. 
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6.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM  USAGE 
The program was designed for use on the CDC 6600. The machine requirements to 
execute  L221  (TEV156) are: 
Card  reader  Read  control  cards  and  card  input  data. 
Printer  Print  standard  output  information,  optional  intermediate 
calculations,  and  diagnostic  messages. 
Disk storage All magnetic files not  specifically  defined as magnetic  tapes are 
assumed  to be disk  file . I 
Tape drive For permanent storage of data. Magnetic files are copied to and from 
magnetic  tapes  with  control  cards  before  and  after  program 
execution. 
Card punch Punch the final A values and number of zero crossings; optional. 
Program L221  (TEV156) is written  in FORTRAN and  may be compiled with  either  the 
RUN or FTN compiler. L221 (TEV156) may be executed on either  the KRONOS 2.1 or 
NOS operating  system. 
6.1 CONTROL CARDS 
The following list is a typical  set of control  cards  used to  execute  L221  (TEV156)  using 
the absolute  binaries from the program’s master  tape. 
Job  Card 
Account Card 
0 
0 
8 
REQUEST (MASTER,F=I,LB=KL,VSN=66XXXX) 
REWIND (MASTER) 
SKIPF (MASTER) 
COPYBF (MASTER,L221) 
RETURN (MASTER) 
0 
0 
0 
L22 1. 
0 
0 
0 
EXIT. 
the program 
{ 
c 
Prepare  optional 
input  data  files 
{Execute  L221  (TEV156) 
Save  optional  output 
data files 
22 
DMP (0,field  length) 
---End-of-record 
I Data V 
---End-of-file 
The following list  is a typical  set of control  cards  used  to  execute  L221  (TEV156)  using 
the relocatable  binaries  from  the  program's  master  tape. 
Job  Card 
Account Card 
0 
0 
0 
REQUEST (MASTER,F=I,LB=KL,VSN=66XXXX) 
REWIND  (MASTER) 
SKIPF (MASTER,2) 
COPYBF (MASTER,REL221) 
RETURN  (MASTER) 
0 
0 
0 
LDSET (LIB=DYLIB,PRESET=INDEF) 
LOAD (REL221) 
NOGO. 
RETURN  (REL221,DYLIB) 
L22 1. 
0 
0 
0 
EXIT. 
DMP  (0,field  length) 
---End-of-record' 
the program 
Prepare  optional 
input files and 
retrieve DYLIB, the 
DYLOFLEX alternate 
subroutine  library 
(ZFil Card  Input 
---End-of-file 
6.2 RESOURCE ESTIMATES 
Load and  execute 
L221  (TEV156) 
Save  optional  output 
data files 
The computer resources used (core requirements, tapes, printed output, time, etc.) are 
functions of the problem size and  program  options  used.  Table 1 contains  examples of 
the  resources  used  for a number of sample  problems. 
Table  1.-Resources  Used by Sample  Problems 
NDO F 
NFREQ 
NFORC 
NKVAL 
NL D 
CPU Seconds 
D i  sk Requests 
Disk Sectors 
Lines  Pr inted 
Required  Core: 
(Octa l )  
F I NDRMS 
SORTQLS 
PLOTQLS 
1 
7 
10 
0 
0 
6 
2 
100 
830 
800 
122000 
SAMPLE  PROBLEMS 
2 
7 
10 
0 
0 
6,9* 
25 
450 
3500 
2000 
122000 
43000 
66000 
3 
7 
10 
0 
10 
6 
2 
80 
350 
200 
122000 
4 
8 
21 0 
0 
20 
8 
15 
31 0 
1 300 
2400 
123000 
5 
7 
72 
6 
0 
7 
10 
350 
1800 
3300 
125000 
124000 
* The  problem has two load sets.  
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Field Length 
The field length  required by L221 (TEV156) is  dependent on the ppoblem size  and  the 
program  module(s)  used.  Core  must  be  requested for the  largest  module to be pun: either 
FINDRMS, SORTQLS, or PLOTQLS. The default maximum core size established in 
L221  (TEV156) is 200000octal. 
Field length = FLp + FLm 
where  FLp is the  program  length,  and  FLm  is  the  matrix  storage  required. 
The module(s)  have  the following octal values of FLp: 
FINDRMS 125000 
PLOTQLS 66000 
SORTQLS 60000 
For  FINDRMS, the computed  value of FLm is  the  larger of FLq or FL 11. 
FLq = Core  required  for  equations of motion 
= NFREQ 
+ NDQF(8 (NFORC) + 3) 
+ NDOF2(NMi + 2) 
+ NDOF; if static elastic 
+ NDOFD; if deletion of freedoms 
+ NDOF(2  (NPAN)) + NPAN, if gradual  penetration 
+ NDOF2(NSi) + 3(NDOF); if feedback 
+ NDOF2(4  (NFORC) + 6) + NKVAL;  if  NRVAL > 1 
+ NDOF(4  (NPAN)); if  NKVAL > 1 and  gradual  penetration 
I :I ;  
FL!. = Core required  for  load  equations 
= NFREQ + 3(NDOF) 
+ 3(NLD) 
+ NLD(NDOF)(NMi + 2) 
+ NLD(6 (NFORCl) 
+ NFORC(NF0RC + 1) 
+ NDOF, if static  elastic 
+ NDOFD;  if deletion of freedoms 
+ 32(ICORR1; if correlation 
+ NPAN(2 iNLD) + 1); if  gradual  penetration 
+ NLDiNDOFNNSi) + 3(NDOF); if feedback 
+ NLD(6  (NDOF) + Z(NFORC1 + NKVAL); if NKVAL > 1 
+ NLD(4 [NPAN)); i f  NKVAL > 1 and  gradual  penetration 
For SORTQLS, the computed value of FLm is: 
FLrn = NFREQ*(NR + 1) + NFREWNR; if pairing is to take place 
where  NR is the  larger of NDOF or NLD. 
For PLOTQLS. the computed value of FLm is the  same as for SORTQLS. 
Note: FLm for FINDRMS. SORTQLS, and PLOTQLS must be converted to a n  octal 
base  number  before  being  added to FLp to find the  required field length. 
Time Estimate 
The following factors will be used to calculate the CPU time in seconds for L221 
(TEV1561,  FINDRMS. SORTQLS, and PLOTQLS. 
a = 1;ifIPLTPE = 0 
= 1.2; if IPLTPE 0 
b = 1;ifISTATE = 0 
2; if ISTATE > 0 
c = 1; if IPRINT = 0 
1.5; if IPRINT > 0 
d = 1; ifIFDBAK = 0 
1.2; if IFDBAK > 0 
NSETS 
NFREQ*(NLDi*NDOF) 
i =  1 1 
~PSORTQLS - 
- I second per item sorted 
C P P L O ~ Q L ~  = I second per itcnl plotted 
CPL22 I = 10. + ~ P F I N D R M S  + ~PSORTQLS + ~PPLOTQLS 
Peinted Output 
The  printed  output  line  limit  has  been  set to  100000 lines  which  should be enough for 
any L221  (TEV156) execution. 
Punched QuepPut 
When  punched output  is  requested (IPUNCW = 1 on card 4.3 of FINDRMS). the  number 
of cards  punched will be 
, NSETS 
7 
-0 2 NLDi 
i =  1 
where: 
NSETS = Number of load sets 
NLDi = Number of loads in set i 
6.3 CARD BNPWT DATA 
The card  input  described  in  sections 6.3.2 t o  6.3.5 is summarized  in  section 6.3.6. The 
summary is a  quick  reference for the necessary  card  input  and  is  included  for  use only 
after  familiarity  with  the  program  has  been  obtained. 
The task(s) performed by L221  (TEV156) are  broken  into  three  subtasks,  each  with ita 
own  section of code known as  a  primary  overlay.  The entire set of primary  overlaye is 
driven  by  a  small  program  (main  overlay)  named E221. 
L221 reads  program  directive  cards eo: 
Assure thaE the  data  being  read is intended for L221 (TEV156) 
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o Determine which section of code (primary overlay! of L221 is to be executed next 
set numbers are listed in table 2. 
Each primary overlay has its own card input data sets. The primary overlays and  data 
Table 2.-Primary  Overlays and Data Set Numbers 
loads ower a range of frequencies  and find 
the RMSvalues of loads, x, and the 
a magnetic fi le containing  the  data in 
vectors (frequency  dependent)  suitable  for 
a magnetic fi le containing  plot  instructions 
and  data for the COMpBO plolter. 
The order in which  these  card sets are input (and the overlays are  xecuted) is 
displayed in figure 2. 
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( T I  Card Set 1.0 
Card 1.2* 
+ - - ( T I  Card 1.3* 
Card 1.4*  
m k  
.~ . . 
v FINDRMS  SORTQLS  PLOTQLS p 
/Card Set 80.0 ' Card Sets ' Card Sets ' Card Sets 
$QUIT 2.0-49.0  50. 61 . O  62.0-79 .0  
* Optional 
Figure 2.-FIow of L221 (TEVl56) Card Input Data 
W.1 FORMAT OF CARD  INPUT DATA - .  
!. 411 card data are read in fixed fields-specific columns of the c a d .  The t e q q i d  card ' : 
' columns are defined next to each  keyword or  variable on the  pages a a t  follow. Note the' 
: fallowing conventions used throughout the program: 
, :. 
0 . . All  floating  point  variables  are  read  with  format E1O.O 
. I  
: 9 All integer variables are read with format 15. 
t All hollerith variables (keywords, etc.) are read with format A10. 
Therefore, all data fields  end  on a card  column  which is a multiple of five. 
When the program is trying to recognize  keywords, it checlu oqly the k t  five 
characters. Any additional  characters are ignored. 
. .  
Format of Matricer Input on Card6 
Matrices are read  from cards by rows  (each row begins on a new card) with the 
fqmat 7E10.0. When a matrix  contains  only  one column, the transpose of the  matrix is 
reid from cards. ' 
> . '  
Eqample: 
IC [MI] is to be input as a 9 by 9 matrix, 18 cards will be needed. 
. . . .  . . ,  . , . ' . . i:
6.3.2 PROGRAM L221 
The driving module of L221 (TEV156) (the  main  overlay is known a8 L221) will read 
and check the first five characters of the  input  card  to  determine  the type of execution ' 
that  is to  take  place. 
Note: All underlined capital characters contained in  the KEYWORDIVARIABLE field 
of the  input  card  sets  must be left justified and punched in the  card columns 
specified in  the COLS. field of the  input  card  sets. . .  . 
. < . .  
Card  Set  1.0-Introduce L221  (TEV156)  Card  Input  Data 
. .  
Card 1.1-Frequency  Response Card 
- 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. 
This  card be the f i r s t  card  read  by  L221 (TEV156). It s i g n i f i e s  A10 $FREQuency 1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
that  the input  card data i s  to be used by L221 (TEV156) f o r  a Fre- 
quency Response Analysis. 
11-70 A v a i l a b l e  f o r  comnents. 
Card 1.2-Title Card 
KEYWORD/ 
FORMAT. 
A10 
Card 1.3-Core Card 
DESCRIPTION 
~~ ~ 
A t i t l e  c a r d  t h a t  i s  i n t e n d e d  t o  l a b e l  t h e  program's pr inted output 
w i th  misce l laneous t i t l i ng  in fo rmat ion .  
A f t e r  t h i s  c a r d  i s  r e a d  and printed,control i s  r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  
main over lay for  the reading o f  the  nex t  ins t ruc t iona l  keyword card. 
The number of 8TITLe cards i s  un l imi ted.  
A v a i l a b l e  f o r  comnents. 
P 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword designating a card which sets the maximum f i e l d  l e n g t h  t o  A10 OCoRE 
be used by L221 (TEV156). 
11-20 The maximum f ie ld  length ,  in  oc ta l ,  wh ich  L221 (TEV156) may use. 010 MAXCOR 
Default:  2000008 
21-70 A v a i l a b l e  f o r  comnents. 
Card 1.4-Special Programmer Checkout  Option 
I KEYWORD/ . ., 
COLS. VARIABLE  FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
Thi3 card i s  used as an a i d  i n  t h e  checkout o f  f a t a l  e r r o r  d i a g - -  
nostics.  This  option will al low L221  (TEV156) to  continue execu- 
t i o n  even a f t e r  a fa ta l  e r ror  has  been diagnosed. 
Avai lable  for  comnents. 
_ .  
. .  
To uee this.option, the programmer must  use  the following card se t s  
Card 1.1 $FREQuency 
Card 1.4 $CHECk 
. I  
Card set 80.0 
Any card sets  the programmer wishes to be tested. 
$QUIT 
61.3 PROGRAM FINDRMS 
The  card  input  data  for FINDRMS are divided into  three  main blocks: 
BLOCK I Options  and  constant  data 
BLOCK I1 Instructions  and  matrices  needed  tocalculate  he generalized 
coordinates  frequency  response 
BLOCK 111 Instructions  and  matrices needed  to calculate  the  loads  frequency 
response 
The three blocks are always in this order, although BLOCK I11 may be repeated a8 
many as 10 times. BLOCK I is to  be  input on cards,  but  the  main  parts of BLOCKS I1 
and 111-the matrices-may be input on cards or on the magnetic files “INTAPE” 
and “LDTAPE”. 
F I  NDRMS 
BLOCK I Card  Sets  2-11 
BLOCK I1 Card  Sets  12-30 
The number of 
sets (NSETS) 
i s  1 imi ted  to  10. 
/ 
BLOCK 111 
BLOCK I-Options and Constant Data 
Card  Sets  31-48 
Card Set 49 
Q START 
I Card Set 2 . 0  I 
Card Set 3 .0  
Input 
Card Set 6 . 0  
= 2  ’ INSTEL) 
I Card 7 .1  
w - 
> O  ’ INDELI 
b 
Card 7 . 2  
Figure 3.-FIow of FINDRMS Block I Card Input Data 
(-1 
Card 9.1 
Figure 3. -(Continued) 
,o b 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~  Cards 
10.1-10.5 
= o  
~S2~.fCSl,,tCSO, 
Cards 
10.6-10.8 
I FREQ 
Card 11.3 
I FREQ 1 
Card 11.2 
 
('""> 
o f  BLOCK I 
Figure 3. -(Concluded) 
. .  . -,i . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .i . . ,  , ..  
Card Set 2.0-Call Card for FINDRMS . . I  .. . .' i 
- 
COLS. 
1- 10 
-
Tll-7C 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
fFINDt7llS I ~~ FORMAT A 10 L DESCRIPTION This Card Set i n i t i a l i z e s  t h e  c a l l  t o  the prlmary overlay, FINDRMS. FINDRMS wil read Card Sets 3-49 and Perfom the necessary calcu- la t ions.  Contro l  wil be r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  main  overlay,  L221 upon the  read ing  o f  Card Set 49. , .  A v a i l a b l e  f o r  comnents. . . " - " 
Card Set 3.0-Label  Card 
COLS . 
- . -  
DESCRIPTION 1 
1 I 
LABEL I 7 ~ 1 0  I A one card  data  case  label  which i s   p r i n t e d  above t h e   r e s u l t i n g  1 
output. 
b 
: Cdrd bet 4.bO#h@m and File Namer 
Card 4.l-RobIbm Sire 
NDOF 
. . . . . . I 
. .  
- ~~ . " . 
DESCRIPTION 
The number of degrees o f  freedom, i .e.  the number o f  g e n e r a l i z e d  
coordinates or equat ions of  mot ion.  
(0  < NDOF 5 100) 
The number of  f requencies over which the solut lon wil be found. 
(NFREq > 2 )  
The number o f 'pane ls  fo r  g radua l  penet ra t ion .  I f  the  gradual 
penet ra t ion  op t ion  i s  not des l red  NPAN must be s e t   t o  zero. 
When us ing DYLOFLEX tapes f o r  "INTAPE" and/or "LDTAPE" t h e  nub& 
panels must be 21 because gradual  penetrat ion I s  always argJICd 
i n  DYLOFLX. thus no {C3). 
(0 5 NPAN S 100) 
The  number of k-values used i n  an unsteady aerodynamic a n a l y s l t .  
I f  NKVAL i s  g r e a t e r  t h a n  zero, matr ices wil be read a t  t h e  d e f i n e d  
frequencies (Card Set 17) and i n t e r p o l a t i o n  wil o c c u r  t o  f i n d  the 
matr ices  a t  the  so lu t ion  f requenc ies .  {C3t o r  [ 3 ] a r e  complex with 
NKVAL > 0. When  NKVAL = 0 a l l   i n p u t   m a t r i c e s   a r e   r e a l .  When 
us ing DYLOFLEX tapes f o r  "INTAPE" and/or "LDTAPE" the number 
o f  k values must be 2 1. 
(NKVAL z 0) 
Defau l t :  0 
" ~ ~ ". 
" - ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _
." .~ " - 
~~ = " . . ~~ 
. . .  
8 .  
21-25 
26- 30 
lFORC 
IDOFD 
I5 
I5 
. - .  
The number o f   e x c i t a t i o n   f o r c e s   f o r   t h e  hand1 i n g   o f  mu1 t i p l e  
forc ing funct ions (see Appendix C ) .  
Note: I f  more than one exc i ta t ion force i s  being used t h e  f o l -  
lowing 1 i m i t a t i o n s  a r e  imposed: 
- NPAN = 0. 
. no  feedback. 
- no loads corre la t ion.  
the frequency responses and load t rans fer  func t ions  may 
be p l o t t e d  f o r  o n l y  t h e  f i r s t  e x c i t a t i o n  f o r c e s .  
- (Cz)  and (h)  are nul l .  
- the loads per degree o f  freedom can not be pr in ted.  
(NFORC 1 1) 
Defaul t :  1 
The number o f  degrees o f  freedom t o  be deleted. 
Note: See Card 7.2 f o r  t h e  i n p u t  o f  t h e  degrees o f  freedom t o  be 
deleted. 
(NDOFD < NDOF) 
I 
C u d  4.2-Optional  Capabilities 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
[STATE 
I 
I 
FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
Th is  op t ion  chooses the type of  f requency matr ix input.  
= -1 The frequencies wil be read from cards i n  cyc les per  second. 
(see Card 11.1). - 0 The frequencies wil be  read from cards i n  rad ians per  second. 
(see Card 11.2). - 1,2,3,4.5  The frequency matrix wil be generated according to 
Appendix'A. using an i n i t i a l  frequency, FREQ1. and  an i n -  
- -~ crement DELTAF i n  c y c l e s  p e r  second,  (see  Card  11.3). 
Th is  op t ion  spec i f ies  the  type  o f  inpu t  spec t run  to  be used, 
0 i s   i n  rad ians  per  un i t  d is tance) .  
= 0 Dryden 
m )  = 
L  1 + 3 ( L N 2  
I 1  + ( L n f I 2  
= 1 Von Karman 
L 1 + 8/3 (1 .339Ln)2 
* [1 + (1.339Ln) 2 ] 1116 
o(n1 - - 
= 2 Exponent ia l  
4 0 )  = K (n)- 
Note: See card  Set 6 f o r  L  and  Card  8.1 f o r  K and TI. 
= -NSP 
A tabular  input  spect rum def ined at  NSP points (see Cards 8.2. 
8.3.  and - 8.4).  
~~ 
. .  . . 
Th is  op t i on  reques ts  a  s ta t i c -e las t i c  so lu t i on .  
= 0 & s t a t i c - e l a s t i c   s o l u t i o n .  
= 1 A s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  wil be found a f te r  ze ro ing  columns 
3  through NDOF of [M21 . CM31.  CM51. [%I. [R31. [&I. 
and [R6], i m p l y i n g  t h a t  t h e  r i g i d  body degrees o f  freedom a r e  
i n  columns 1 and 2. 
= 2 A s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  wil be found. by   zero ing   co lmns o f  
matr ices CM21. [M31, M51 . CM,]. Cfl,]. Cfl,l. [f151. and CR6l 
according to Card Set 7. 
16-20 
21-25 
26- 30 
IFDBAK 
I DAMP 
INTZRO 
This option requests t h a t  a feedback loop be used. 
= 0 feedback loop used. 
= 1 A standard feedback loop will be used. 
= 2 A special feedback loop will be used, (see Rl lMlT  of Card 
. . ". ~~~ ~~ - 
10.1 and Cards 10.6, 10.7, and 10.8). Also, see Appendix 8. 
This option specifies the number  of different structural damping 
factors. 
= 0 The  same factor will be  used for all  freedoms, (see Card 9.1). 
= 1 A different factor will be  used for each frequency, (see Card 
9.2). 
This option chooses the starting point for the RMS integration. 
= 0 The RMS integration  will s t a r t  a t  zero. The output spectrum 
i s  assumed t o  grow linearly between the frequencies 0 and 
FREQl (from the value 0. t o  the value calculated a t  FREQ1). 
The area in the resulting triangle is included in the 
integration. 
= 1 The RMS integration  will s t a r t  a t  FREQI. The range between 
frequencies 0 and FREQl i s  ignored. 
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Card 4.3-Output Options 
- 
COLS. 
1-5 
-
- 
6- 10 
11- 15 
16-20 
21-25 
- 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
IPRINT 
IRMSPR 
I PUNCH 
[ C KPRT 
[PLRMS 
FORM1 
I5 
I5 
15 
I5 
I5 
~~ ~ _ _  ~~ 
DESCRIPTION 
Th is  op t ion  chooses t h e  t y p e  o f  p r i n t i n g  t o  t a k e  p l a c e .  
= 0 P r i n t  o n l y  t h e  f i n a l  x values and the nunber o f  z e r o  
. " ~~ - ~- 
crossings. 
= 1 Pr in t   the   genera l i zed   coord ina tes  and load   t rans fe r   f unc t i ons  
for each frequency as we l l  as  the f i n a l  A and nunber o f   z e r o  
crossings. 
T h i s  o p t i o n  c h o o s e s  t h e  t y p e  o f  p r i n t i n g  f o r  t h e 3  v a l u e s .  
= 0 P r i n t  o n l y  t h e  f i n a l  x v a l u e s .  
> 0 P r i n t  t h e  x v a l u e s  f o r  each o f  t h e  l a s t  IIUISPR frequencies. 
(IRMSPR S NFREQ) 
T h i s  o p t i o n  r e q u e s t s  t h a t  t h e  f i n a l  x values and nunber of zero 
crossings be  punched  on cards. 
= 0 punched output.  
= 1 Punch on  ca rds  the  f i na l  x values and  nunber o f  z e r o  
~ ~~ 
crossings. 
~~~ 
Th is  op t ion  chooses the amount o f  checkout  pr in tout  for  the problem. 
= 0 The input   mat r i ces   a re  not pr in ted .  
= 1 The input   mat r i ces  wil be p r i n t e d  .as read. 
= 2 The i n p u t   m a t r i c e s   p l u s   i n t e r m e d i a t e   d a t a   f o r   t h e   f i r s t  
. -~ 
three frequencies wil be p r in ted .  
= 5 Special  program  checkout  feature. It p r i n t s  1 and 2 above 
and a record of a1 1 VARDIH rou t ines  ca l led .  
~~ 
T h i s  o p t i o n  r e q u e s t s  t h e  w r i t i n g  o f  f i n a l  A va lues  on  the  p lo t  
data f i l e  "IPLTPE" 
= 0 A values r& saved. 
= 1 -ii values wil b e  w r i t t e n  o n  "IPLTPE" f o r  each  frequency, 
".  ". . 
(see Card 4.4) .  
~~ ~~~~ 
_" ." . . -  . .  ~ .~ . . .. 
Th is  op t ion  reques ts  the  pr in t ing  o f  loads  per  degree o f  freedom 
a t  ce r ta in  f requenc ies .  
= 0 The loads  per  degree o f  freedom wil be  found. 
> 0 The loads due t o  each  degree o f  freedom wil be found and 
p r i n t e d  f o r  t h e  LPDOF .frequencies specif ied on Card 11.4. 
(LPDOF 1. 10) 
." . ~ .  ..-__ 
Card 4.4-File  Names 
Note: All magnetic files not to be defined must have their appropriate fields left 
blank. 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
INTAPE 
IPLTPE 
[RTAPE 
FORMAT 
A10 
A10 
A 10 
. -  ~~~ ~- "" ~ . ~ .  
DESCRIPTION 
~~ - ~. 
~~ 
Th is  opt ion ind icates the locat ion of  the input  matr ices.  
- The input  matr ices wil be read from cards i f  t h e  f i e l d  i s  l e f t  
blank. 
- The input  matr ices wil be read from a magnetic f i l e   i n  REAOTP/ 
WRTETP format. The f i l e  name must be a l e f t - j u s t i f i e d  1 t o  7 
character name w i th  the  f i r s t  cha rac te r  be ing  a lphabe t i c .  
"" ;.~ ~.. . . . . . .~ ~. . . ~ ~ . ~~ . .  
This opt ion indicates whether or not a p l o t t i n g  magnetic f i l e  wil 
be created. 
- The p l o t t i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n  wil not be w r i t t e n  i f  t h e  f i e l d  i s  
. . -~ 
l e f t  blank. 
- The p lo t t i ng  i n fo rn la t i on  wil be w r i t t e n  on a magnetic f i l e   i n  
REATP/WRTETP format. The magnetic f i l e  name must  be a l e f t -  
j u s t i f i e d ,  1 t o  7 character name w i th  the  f i r s t  cha rac te r  be ing  
alphabetic. 
This opt ion indicates whether or not the general ized coordinates and 
the load t ransfer  funct ions wil be w r i t t e n  on a magnetic f i l e .  
- The generalized coordinates, and the load transfer funct ions wil 
- n o t  be wr i t t en   on to  a magnetic f i l e  i f  l e f t  blank. 
- The generalized coordinates, and the load transfer funct ions wil 
b e  w r i t t e n  on a magnetic f i l e  i n  READTP/WRTETP format. The 
magnetic f i l e  name must be a l e f t - j u s t i f i e d ,  1 t o  7 character 
name w i th  the  f i r s t  cha rac te r  be ing  a lphabe t i c .  
I 
A10 This  opt ion ind icates the locat ion of  the Tabular  Input  Spect ra.  
- The Tabular  Input  Spectra wil be read  from  cards if t h e  f i e l d  
~~~ 
~ ~~ 
i s  l e f t  blank. 
- The Tabular  Input  Spectra wil be  read  from  a  magnetic f i l e  i n  
READTP/WRTETP format. The f i l e  name must  be  a l e f t  j u s t i f i e d  
1 t o  7 character f i l e  name w i th  the  first character being 
alphabet ic.  
"" - -~ ~ - 
Card Set 5.0-Wagner and Kueener Indicial Lift Growth Function Coefficienk 
Card 5.1-Wagner Indicial  Lift  Growth Coefficients . .  
E1O.O 
EIO.O 
41-50 E1O.O 
51-60 E1O.O 
The Wagner Funct ion Coeff ic ients.  
" 
KEYWORD/ 
" 
~ ~~~~~ 
COLS. 
11-20 
1- 10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
~~ 4 .' 
A1 
B1 
E1O.O 
E1O.O 
where s = i w  and w i s   t h e  frequency i n  radians per 
second. 
(See table 3) 
Note: When  NKVAL > 1 o f  c a r d  4.1, s e t  A 1  - 1. and 
a l l  o t h e r  v a r i a b l e s  t o  zero. 
Card 5.2-Kussner Indicial  Lift  Growth  Function Coefficients 
~- 
I 
2 .  
KEYWORD/ 
~ ~~ 
COLS. 
11-20 
1- 10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
f (s)  = A 2 -  2 - - 2 
21-30 C2 E1O.O 
s+a2 S+B2 5 9 2  
31-40 D2 E1O.O where s = i w  and w i s   t h e  frequency i n  radians per 
41-50 a2 E1O.O 
51-60 82 E10.0 
61-70 Y2 E1O.O a l l  o ther  var iab les  to  zero .  
~~ 
A2 
B2 
E1O.O 
E1O.O 
The Kiissner Function Coefficients. 
B s   C s   0 s
second. 
(See table 4) 
' Note: When  NFORC > 1 o r  NKVAL > 1 s e t  A2 - 1. and 
I 
Tables 3 and 4 list the different values for the Wagner and Kussner functions as 
functions of aspect  ratio, AR, at M = 0. These  values were obtained from  reference 3. 
The user is urged to refer to reference 3 and 4 in order to obtain a greater 
understanding of the  derivation of these indicia1 functions  and  the  theoretical  aspects 
associated with  their  derivation. 
Table 3.-Coefficients for the Wagner Indicia1 Lift Growth Function at M = 0 
Table 4.-Coefficients  for the Kussner Indicial Lift Growth Function at M = 0 
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Card Set 6.0-Input  Constant 
" . 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
2 
. 
~. . .. - . 
" ..  - 
VEL 
L 
(TSCALE) 
." . .. 
"_ . ~. 
C 
1 GPSCAL ) 
~. 
~ 
rABFS 
"- . 
. -~ ". ~ 
DESCRIPTION 
. - . . - - . - . ~~ 
The scalar  constant  for  the equat ions of  mot ion and loads equa- 
t ion  convo lu ted  fo rc ing  func t ion  coef f i c ien t  mat r ices ,  (e.g. {CJ 
and' {C,}). I n  DYLOFLX. Z must be input  as a negative number t o  
obta in  s ign compat ib i l i ty  for  the gust  forc ing funct ion generated 
i n  L217(EOll) and LZlS(LDADS) 
The ve loc i ty  ( t rue  a i rspeed)  o f  the  f requenc ies  are  conver ted  to  
rad ians  per  un i t  d is tance by  the  fo l low ing  convers ion :  
." " 
( 2  # 0, ~-~~~ ~ ~~ ~ _ _ ~ -  - 
Q = W  
VEL 
where R i s  i n  radians/distance and w i s  i n  r a d i a n s  p e r  second. 
R i s  used to determine the input spectrum.* 
(VEL > 0) 
The tu rbu lence sca la r  constant.> 
Card 4 . 2  i s  equal   to 0 o r  1. (See eqn 26 and  eqn 27 o f  Sect ion 
5.0 f o r  t h e  Dryden  and Von Karman input  spectra).  
Note: The u n i t  d i s t a n c e  must  be i n  t h e  same uni ts desc'r ibed i n  
.~ .~ ~. "" 
VEL above. 
(L ' 0) 
.~ . - . "_ - " .~ 
The gradua.1 penet ra t ion-sca la r   cons tan t .  (See  qn 19 o f  Sec t i on  5.0 
f o r  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  g r a d u a l  p e n e t r a t i o n ) .  
Note:   This  var iable i s  needed on ly  when g radua l   pene t ra t i on   i s  
requested. 
(C ' 0) 
. - ~ 
~~ ~ . ~~ 
The sca l ing  fac to r  fo r  the  f requenc ies  a t  wh ich  the  Tabu lar  Input  
Spectra  are  d f ined. (See Card 8.2). 
(Default = 1) 
~~ - . ~. ~~ - - - -. . . "~ ~ 
*For DYLOFLEX w h e n  gradual p e n e t r a t i o n  is used, t h e   l e n g t h  unit of VEL m u s t   b e   t h e   s a m e  as 
t h e  f u n i t s  of l eng th   es tab l i shed  in L217 (EOM). 
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L 51-60 
61-70 
1 
L 
rABS 
- 
FDSCAL 
E1O.O 
E1O.O 
The sca l ing   fac to r   fo r   the   Tabu lar   Input   Spec t ra .   bee Card 
8.3 o r  8.4). 
(De fau l t  = 1) 
The scalar constant for  the f requencies contained i n  {FREQM,), 
the  ar ray  o f  f requenc ies  a t  wh ich  input  mat r ices  are  de f ined.  
This  sca lar  can be used only  when  NKVAL of Card 4.1 i s  g r e a t e r  
than zero. 
Note: I f  the frequencies are to be read i n  as radians/second, 
and (FREQM) i s  i n  cycles/second,  then FDSCAL must = 
6.2831853, (which i s  2 4 .  
I f  the f requencies are to  be read i n  as cycles/second,  and 
(FREQM) i s  i n  radians/second, then FDSCAL must = 
1/6.2831853, (which i s  1/2n). 
(De fau l t  = 1) 
~~ ~ ~~~ .. " - 
Card Set 7.0-Deletion of Degrees of Freedom 
Card 7.1-Deletion of Freedoms for a Static-Elastic  Solution 
Omit card 7.1  if ISTATE d 1 on card 4.2. 
COLS. I VARIABLE 
i /  i 
NSTELNMF 
FORMAT 
1415 
~ 
~~ 
DESCRIPTION 
NSTELi , 1 = .1. NOOF where NDDF (Card 4.1) i s  t h e  number 
o f  degrees o f  freedom. 
NSTEL chooses the columns to be zeroed i n  the matr ices.  
[M$. [M31. [M51 [Md. [i~] [ii,] [i53 and [R6]when performing 
a s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n .  
I f  NSTELi = 0, then  colurm i of  the above matr ices wil be  zeroed. 
Repeat the  card  w i th -14  numbers p e r  c a r d  u n t i l  a l l  e l e m e n t s  a r e  
defined. 
~~ 
Card 7.2-Deletion of Degrees of Freedom 
Omit card 7.2 if NDOFD = 0 on  card 4.1. 
1- 5 
- 
6- 10 
11-15 
0 
0 
0 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
NDEL 
NOEL2 
NDEL 
0 
0 
0 
_i_. . -~ 
N D E L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
FORMAT 
141 5 
DESCRIPTION 
NOEL1 , i = 1. NDOFD where NDOFD (Card 4.1) i s  t h e  number of degrees 
o f  freedom t o  be deleted. 
NDELi i s  the  speci f ied  degree  of  freedom t o  be deleted. 
(NDELi I NDOF) 
For the generalized coordinates, the degrees of freedom wil be 
de le ted  by zero ing the appropr ia te rows and columns o f  [SUMM] 
and t h e  rows o f  (SUMC} . Also,  the  diagonal  elements o f   t h e  
appropr ia te rows o f  [SUMM] wil be  set   equal   to  1. 
In the loads so lut ion the degrees of  freedom wil be deleted by 
zero ing  the  appropr ia te columns of [ S Z ]  . 
Repeat the  ca rd  w i th  14 numbers p e r  c a r d  u n t i l  a l l  e l e m e n t s  a r e  
def ined . 
." ~ " ~ ~ ~ 
r 
Card Set  8.0-Input  Power  Spectra 
Omit  card set 8.0 if ISPEC = 0 or 1 on card 4.2. 
Card  8.1-Exponential  Power  Spectrum  Input 
Read  card 8.1 if ISPEC = 2  on card 4.2. 
3
COLS. 
The input power spectrum coefficients. €10.0 K 1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
(OCOEF) 4(n) = K(n)-n 
11-20 (See eqn 28 of  Section 5.0 for  the exponential input spectrum). E1O.O q 
(OEX) 
Card  8.2-Frequencies of the  Tabular  Input  Spectrum 
Omit  card  8.2 if ISPEC 2 0 on card 4.2 or  if  IFTAPE of card 4.4 is defined. 
- 
COLS. 
1- 10 
- 
11-20 
T 
4 FREQS2 
DESCRIPTION 
FREQSi , i = 1, NSP 
where NSP of Card 4 . 2  is the  value  for  the  Tabular 
Input Spectrum. 
0 
0 
0 The  Tabular Input Spectrum  Frequencies in cycles per seconds. 
Repeat  the card with 7 numbers per card until all elements  are 
defined. 
FREQE+ are  the  frequencies at which the  tabular  input  spectra  are  defined.  The 
frequencies  must cover the  range of solution  frequencies  defined in  card  set 11.0 and be 
defined in the same units. The scalar TABFS of card set 6.0 may be used to provide 
compatibility.  L221  (TEV156)  will  not  extrapolate. 
Card  8.3-Single  Tabular  Input  Spectrum 
Omit  card 8.3 if ISPEC 3 0 on  card 4.2, or if NFORC > 1 on card 4.1, or if IFTAPE 
of card 4.4 is defined. 
COLS.  VARIABLE 
1-10 PHIOSl 
11-20 PHIOSZ 
- 
FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
7E10.0  PHIOSi ; i = 1, NSP 
- .. 1 ~. " - ~~ " - " ~ . .  -~ 
The value  of  the  tabular  input spectrum a t  FREQSi ; i = 1, NSP 
where NSP = (ISPEClfrom  Card 4.2. 
Repeat the card with 7 numbers per  card  unt i l  a l l  elements a r e  
defined. 
~ ~~ 
- . ." -~ .. ~~~~ ~~~ -~ 
PHIOq  is a real  number  (no  imaginary  part). The scalar TABS in  card  set 6.0 may  be 
used to modify the units. The program will interpolate to find the spectrum value at 
solution  frequencies. 
I 
Card 8.4-Multiple Tabular  Input  Spectrum 
. ,. . 
Omit  card 8.4 if ISPEC 3 0 on card 4.2, or  if NFORC S 1 on  card 4.1, or  if  IFTAPE of 
card 4.4 is defined. 
I COLS. I KEYWORD/ VARIABLE 
I I I 1 1-10 1 PHIOS(I,J)I )7E10.0 
(imaginary) 
DESCRIPTION 
PHIOS(I,J)k; k = 1 .NSP 
The Value  of  the (1.J) tabular  input  spectrum at  FREQSk ; 
k = 1. NSP where NSP = IISPECl from Card 4.2. 
Note  that  each  element is a  complex  number  with real and 
imaginary parts. 
Repeat the card  with 7 numbers per card until  all elements  are 
defined. 
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Card Set 9.0-Structural Damping 
Card 9.1-Same  Damping Factor  for All Freedom 
Read  card 9.1 if IDAMP = 0 on card 4.2. 
~~ 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
" 
1-10 A s t r u c t u r a l  damping f a c t o r  used f o r   a l l  degrees o f  freedom. E1O.O 
gSD1 
-~~ 
Card 9.2-Different Damping  Factors for  Each  Freedom 
Read  card 9.2 if IDAMP = 1 on card 4.2. 
COLS. 
1- 10 
- ~~ 
11-20 
0 
0 
' 0  
" - 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
'SD, 
DESCRIPTION 
where NDOF of Card 4.2 i s  the number of degrees o f  freedom. 
The s t r u c t u r a l  damping f a c t o r  f o r  each degree o f  freedom. 
Repeat the  card  w i th  7  numbers pe r  ca rd  un t i l  a l l  e lemen ts  a re  
def ined. 
~.." 
Card Set 10.0-Feedback  Coefficients 
Omit  card  set 10.0  if IFDBAK = 0 on card 4.2. 
Card  10.1-Standard  Feedback  Coefflcients 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1- 10 C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  t h e  feedback transfer funct ion.  FYDAMP. (see the E1O.O G 
equation below). 
11-20 The rudder  l im i t ing  ang le  i n  radians. This var iable i s  needed Only E1O.O RLIMIT 
when IFDBAK o f  Card 4.2 i s  equal t o  2. 
. .  
Card  10.2-Standard  Feedback  Coefficients 
r KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 
P2 11-20 
7E10.0 P1 
Pi, i = 1.7 
0 .  
0 .  
0 .  
C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  t h e  feedback t ransfer  funct ion,  FYDAMP. (see the 
equation below). 61-70 P7 
" -~ .. 
Card  10.3-Standard  Feedback  Coefficients 
COLS. 
1- 10 
11-20 . . 
0 
6 1- 70 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
u2 . . 
u7 
FORMAT 
7E10.0 
DESCRIPTION 
" 
Ui, i = 1.7 
C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  t h e  feedback transfer funct ion,  FYDAMP, (see the 
equation below). 
M 
Card 10.4-Standard Feedback Coefficients 
+I 11-20 R2 
DESCRIPTION 
.. .~~ 
R,, i = 1.7 
Coef f ic ients  o f  the  feedback transfer function, FYDAMP, (see the 
equation below). 
Card 10.5-Standard Feedback Coefficients 
1 
COLS. 
1- 10 
_c_ 
11-20 
7 
- 
61-70 
w 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE I FORMAT 
T1 I 7E10.0 
DESCRIPTION 
Ti, i = 1.7 
Coef f ic ients  of  the  feedback transfer function 
equation below). 
, FYOAMP, (see  the 
G(Pls2 + U ~ S  + R1)(P2s2 + U ~ S  + R2)(P3s2 + U3s + R3)(Tls + 1) 
(P3e2 + U3a + R3) ... ( P p 2  + U7e + R7)(T28 + 1) (T3~  + 1) ..AT78 + 1) .Fydamp = -~ _~ 
~~ " 
Omit cards 10.6 through 10.8 if the standard feedback loop is chosen (IFDBAK d 1 on 
card 4.2). 
Card 10.6-Special  Feedback  Coefficients (see app. B for  coefficient  definitions) 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMT VARIABLE 
1-10 
where NDOF (Card 4.1) i s  the number  of degrees of freedom. CSZ2 11-20 
7E10.0 cs21 CSzi, i = 1, NWF 
C S 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  Repeat the card with 7 numbers per card until all elements are 
defined. 
Card 10.7-Special  Feedback  Coefficients (see app. B for coefficient  definitions) 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 
cs1* 11-20 
7ElD. 0 CSll CSli, i = 1. NDOF 
where NDOF (Card 4.1) is the number of degrees of freedom. 
t 
C S 1 ~ ~ ~ ~  Repeat the card with 7 numbers per card until all elements are 
defined. 
Card 10.8-Special Feedback Coefficients (see app. B for coefficient definitions) 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 7E10.0 CSOl CSOi, i = 1.  NWF 
11-20 where NDOF (Card 4.1) is  the number of degrees o f  freedom. C502 
C S o ~ ~ ~ ~  Repeat the card with 7 numbers per card until all elements are 
defined. 
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Card Set 11 .O-Frequency Array 
Card 11.1-Frequenciee in Cycles per Second 
Read  card 1 l . l i f  IFREQ =-1 on  card 4.2. 
KEYWORD/ .. 
VARIABLE 
- " 
FORMAT 
7E10.0 
.. ~ " - ~~~ ~~ ~ 
DESCRIPTION 
FREQi, i = 1. NFREQ 
where  NFREQ  (Card 4.1) is the  number of frequencies. 
The  input  frequencies  are in cycles  per second. 
Repeat the card  with 7 numbers  per  card until  all elements  are 
defined. 
- ~ ~~~ ~~ 
~. - . . _ _  ~ ~ . -  - .  . 
Card 11.2-Frequencies in Radians per  Second 
Read  card 11.2 if IFREQ = 0 on card 4.2. 
" . . 
FORMAT 
7E10.0 
~~ 
. ". . 
_ _ ~ _ " _ _ _  
DESCRIPTION 
~ 
FREQi, i = 1. NFREQ 
where NFREQ  (Card 4.1) is  the  number  of frequencies. 
The  input  frequencies  are in radians  per  second. 
Note: Internally  the  input  frequencies  are  converted 
from  radians per second into cycles per  second. 
Repeat  the  card  with 7 numbers  per  card until  all elements  are 
defined . 
. . . ~ . 
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Card  11.3-First  Frequency and  an Increment 
Read  card 11.3 if IFREQ > 0 on  card 4.2. 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. FORMAT  VARIABLE 
E1O.O 
DESCRIPTION 
The first  frequency (cps). 
~ ~ 
The  frequency increment in cycles/second. 
Card  11.4-Frequencies at Which the Loads  per  Degree of Freedom Will Be Printed 
Read  card  11.4 if LPDOF > 0 on  card 4.3. 
Note: If IFREQ = 0 on card 4.2, FREQQ  must be in  radians per  second. 
If IFREQ = -1 on card 4.2, FREQb  must be in cycles per second. 
KEYWORD/ 
11-20 FREQL2 
FREQLl POOF 
DESCRIPTION 
FREQLi, i = 1, L P W F  
where  LPDOF is from  Card 4.3. 
The  frequencies at which  the loads  per  degree of freedom 
will be printed. 
Repeat  the  card  with 7 numbers per card until  all elements 
are defined. 
Note:  Given  FREQQ,  FINDRMS  will choose the  element of the  array {FREQ}  which is 
equal  to or greater  than FREQQ. 
FREQQ  must be S FREQNFREQ. 
BLOCK II-Inmtructionr and  Matricer  Needed To Find the Generalized 
Coordinater 
BLOCK 11, card sets 12.0 through 30.0, always follows BLOCK I. The flow of BLOCK I1 
data cards is displayed in figure 4. BLOCK I1 is  always introduced  by  card eet 12.0. 
Card Set 12.0-Introduce  the  Equation8 of Motion 
I COLS. I VARIABLE I FORMAT I KEYWORD/ DESCRIPTION I 
I I I I 1-10 I u t i o n  I A10 1 This  card  introduces  the  cards  defining  the  equations  of  motion. 
11-70 I I I Avai lab le   fo r  comnents. 1 
I 
START 
Card Set 12 
/ DYLOFlx 
Card 13.1 * - 
- 
f O  [NSl ,NS2, . . . c 
Card 13.3 
Matrices 
on tape 
ICard Set 14 
(“1 Card Set 15 
Card Set 16 
* Indicates that card i s  optional 
depending upon variable on 
Cards 13.2 and 13.3. 
Figure 4.-Flow of FINDRMS Block / I  Card Input Data 
@" NK = 1 ,NKVAL 
* Indicates that  card 
i s  o p t i o n a l  depending 
upon var iab les  on 
Cards 13.2 and 13.3. 
[-I 
Card Set 18* 
(-1 
Card  Set  19* a Card Set  20 
I Loop on number o f  frequencies a t  which input matr ices are defined. 
Figure 4. -(Continued) 
. I  
. -  
. .  . 
> O  
/ CC 3 1  / I fe’ 
Card Set 28* Card Set 29* - 
/ C61 
Card Set 30, 
End of loop 
on NKVAL 
* Indicates t h a t  card 
i s  optional depending 
upon variables on 
Cards 13.2 and 13.3 
Figure 4. -(Concluded) 
Card Set 13.0-Choose the Non-Null Matricee 
Card  set 12.0 must be followed by either  card 13.1 or 13.2. Card 13.1 indicates  that  the 
equations of motion matrices are on magnetic file “INTAPE” which begins with a 
DYLOFLEX header  array  (see sec. 6.4). Card 13.2 must be  used if the  matrices are on 
cards  or if  “INTAPE”  does  not  contain the DYLOFLEX header  array. 
Card  13.1-Signal an “INTAPE”  With DYLOFLEX Header  Array 
Omit card 13.1 if the equations of motion are on cards or if “INTAPE” does not 
contain  the DYLOFLEX header  array. 
I COLS. I VARIABLE I FORMAT I KEYWORD/ DESCRIPTION 
L 
lr10 
Available f o r  comnents. 11-70 
Keyword indicates that  “INTAPE“ begins with a DYLOFLEX header array. A10 OyLOFLX 
VNTAPE (card 4.4) must be defined  in  order  to  use  card 13.1. When  card 13.1 is  used,  all 
other BLOCK I1 cards (13.1 through 30.0) must be omitted. The DYLOFLEX header 
array and the equations of motion will be read from magnetic file “INTAPE”. The 
header array at the beginning of “INTAPE” specifies the matrix sizes and indicates 
which ones are not  null  and  appear  on  the  file  (see s c. 6.4) 
Card 13.2-Choose Non-Null  Equations of Motion Matrices 
Omit  cards 13.2 and 13.3  if card 13.1 was used. 
DESCRIPTION 
NHi. i = 1,6 
If NMi = 0 the  corresponding  equation of motion  matrix [Mi] 
will not be  read.  It  is assumed to be null. 
If NMi > 0 the  matrix  [Mil will be read. 
I 
If NC2 = 0 the  corresponding  equation of motion  forcing  function 
coefficient matrix IC,) or [C,] will not be read. 
It  is assumed to be null. 
If NC2 > 0 the mtrix IC,} or IC,] will be read. 
If NC3 = 0 the  corresponding  equation o f  motion  convoluted  forcing 
function coefficiet matrix {C3} or [C,] will not be 
read.  It  is assumed  to  be null. 
If NC3 > 0 the  matrix { C 3 i  or I C 3 ]  will  be  read. 
Note: If the  number of panels  (NPAN of Card 4.1)  is > 0, then 
NC3 is set  to zero. 
If NFLL = 0 the  corresponding  matrix of  the streamline  distance in 
feet  from  the  point  first  encountering  gusts  to  the 
points  encountering  gusts  later will not be read. It 
is assumed  to be  nul 1. 
If NFLL = 1 the  matrix {fL} will be read. 
Note: If  the  number  of panels (NPAN of  Card 4.1)  is = 0 then 
NFLL should be zero.. 
I 
15 I f  NPHIT = 0 the corresponding matr ix of t he  gus t  f o rces  ac t i ng  on 
each  g radua l  pene t ra t i on  l i f t i ng  pane l  wil not be read. 
I-f NPHIT = 1 the   mat r ix  [d;] wil be read. 
Note: I f  the number of  panels (NPAN o f  Card 4.1) i s  = 0. then 
NPHIT should be zero. 
. .  
Card 13.3-Choose Non-Null  Feedback  Matrices 
' Omit  card 13.3 if card 13.1 was  input  or  if IFDBAK of card 4.2 = 0. 
~. "- ". 
COLS ~ ~ @ ! ~ ~  I FORMAT I ~ ~ ~ DESCRIPTION 
1-5- NS1 
~~- ~ 
I5 
.. 
N S f .  I - 1.6 
" 
6-10 
of  motion  matrix. [Si] , wil n o t  be read. It  wil be assumed I5 NS3 11-15 
= 0 the  corresponding  coef f ic ient  o f  feedback fo r   the   quat ions  : I5 NS2 
16-20 I5 NS4 
nul  1.  
c > 0 the corresponding matr ix,  [ S i ]  , wil be  read. 
21-25 I5 NS5 
26-30 I5 NS6 
- " .. .~ ~ " ~ ~~ -~ ~ 
Omit  card  sets  14.0  through  30.0 if INTAPE of card 4.4 is defined.  Instead,  the  matrices 
will be read  from  the  magnetic  file "INTAPE". 
Card Set 14.0 [MI ]-Generalized Stiffness Matrix 
Omit  card set 14.0 if NM1 = 0 on  card  13.2.  [MI] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 15.0 [M:!]-Viscous  Structural  Damping  Matrix 
Omit  card set 15.0 if NM2 = 0 on  card 13.2.  [Mz] is of size  NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 16.0 [M3]-Generalized  Mass  Matrix 
Omit  card set 16.0 if  NM3 = 0 on  card 13.2. [M3] is of size  NDOF x NDOF. 
,Card Set 17.0 {FREQM}-Frequencies at Which the Aerodynamic Equations of 
Motion  Are  Defined 
Omit  card set 17.0  if  NKVAL = 0 on card 4.1. {FREQM} is of size 1 x NKVAL. 
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Repeat  card  sets 18.0 through 30.0 NKVAL TIMES: NK = 1, NKVAL. 
Card Set 18.0 [Mq]-Convoluted Generalized Coordinate Displacement Matrix 
Omit  card set 18.0 if NM4 = 0 on card 13.2. [M4] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 19.0 [M5]-Convoluted Generalized Coordinate Rate Matrix 
Omit  card set 19.0 if NM5 = 0 on card 13.2. [M5] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 20.0 [Ms]-Convoluted Generalized Coordinate Acceleration Matrix 
Omit  card  set 20.0 if NM6 = 0 on card 13.2. [e] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Omit  card sets 21.0 through 26.0 if IFDBAK = 0 on card 4.2. 
Card Set 21.0 [&]-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Generalized Coordinate 
Displacement 
Omit  card set 21.0 if NS1 = 0 on card 13.3. [SI] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 22.0 [&]-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Generalized Coordinate Rate 
Omit  card set 22.0 if NS2 = 0 on card 13.3. [S2] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 23.0 [S3]-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Generalized Coordinate 
Acceleration 
Omit  card set 23.0 if NS3 = 0 on card 13.3. [S3] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 24.0 [S4]-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Convoluted Generalized 
Coordinate Displacement 
Omit  card set 24.0 if NS4 = 0 on card 13.3. [Q] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card- Set 25.0 [Ss]-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Convoluted Generalized 
Coordinate Rate 
Omit  card set 25.0 if NS5 = 0 on card 13.3. [S5]  is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card Set 26.0 [Sgl-Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Convoluted Generalized 
Coordinate Acceleration 
Omit  card set 26.0 if NS6 = 0 on card 13.3. [%] is of size NDOF x NDOF. 
Card  Set 27.0 {C2}-Forcing Function Coefficient Matrix 
Omit  card set 27.0 if NC2 = 0 on card 13.2. {Cz} is of size NDOF x 1. Input  as a row. 
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Card  Set 28.0 {C3}-Convoluted Forcing Function Coefficient  Matrix 
Omit  card  set 28.0 if NC3 = 0 on  card 13.2 or  if  NPAN > 0 on  card 4.1. 
If there is a single  forcing  function  (NFORC = 0 on  card 4.11, {Cs}  is of size NDOF x 1 
and is input as a row. 
However, if the  equations of motion are frequency  dependent  (NKVAL > 0 on  card 4.1), 
{C3}  is complex and  must  be  input as a row of size  2*NDOF  with  alternating  real  and 
imaginary  parts. 
If there are multiple forcing functions (NFORC > 0 on card 4.11, [C3] is of size 
NDOF  x NFORC. 
However, if in  addition  the  equations of motion are frequency  dependent  (NKVAL > 0 
on card 4.11, [C3] is complex and  must be input by rows with 2*NFORC numbers per 
row, alternating  real  and  imaginary  parts. 
C a r d  Set 29.0 {fk}-Dis tances   Between First Panel and O t h e r  G r a d u a l  
Penetration Panels  
Omit  card set 29.0 if NPAN = 0 on  card  4.1. 
Also, card set 29.0 is input only for the first frequency. {fk} is of size NPAN x 1. 
Input  as a row. 
Card  Set 30.0 [$]-Gust Forces Acting on Each Gradual  Penetration Lifting 
Panel 
Omit  card  set 30.0 if NPAN = 0 on  card  4.1. [a] is of size  NDOF  x  NPAN. 
[7] contains  real  numbers  if NKVAL = 0 on card 4.1. 
[7] contains complex numbers if  NKVAL > 0 indicating that the matrices are 
frequency  dependent.  When [z] is complex, it  is  input  with  alternating  real  and 
imaginary  parts; 2* NPAN numbers  to a row. 
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BLOCK 111-Instructions  and  Matrices  Needed  for  the  Loads Solution 
BLOCK 111, card seta 31.0 through 48.0, follows BLOCK 11. BLOCK.111 may be repeated 
10 times, once for each load set. The flow of  BLOCK  111 data cards is displayed in 
figure 5. BLOCK I11 is always introduced  by  card set 31.0. The  end-of-load sets and the 
end of  FINDRMS execution are indicated by  card set 48.0, $END. 
Card Set 31.0-Load Instructions 
:EYWORO/ 
IARIABLE 
ILD 
K O R R  
E 
:GPSCLB) 
.DTAPE 
FORMAT 
A10 
I5 
- 
I 5  
E1O.O 
A10 
~ 
DESCRIPTION 
~ ~.~ ~ - "~ 
The keyword i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  a new load se t  wil be processed. 
The  number o f  l o a d  e q u a t i o n s  i n  t h i s  l o a d  s e t .  
(NLD I 100) 
The number o f  loads to be cor re la ted  w i th  o ther  loads .  I f NFORC 
o f  Card 4 .1  > 1, loads corre la t ion can not  be used. 
( I C O R R  5 NLD) 
The sca l i ng  fac to r  wh ich  i s  on l y  used f o r  gradual penetration. 
See eqn 22 o f  Section 5.0.  
~ ~~ 
~ .. ~~~ .~ ~~ " 
- ~~ . . . " 
(F > 0) 
". -~ 
The magnetic f i l e  name t h a t  wil contain the load equat ions input 
matrices. 
The tape name i s  defined as a one t o  seven character name, 
beginn ing wi th  an alphabet ic character and b e i n g  l e f t  j u s t i f i e d .  
I f  LDTAPE i s   l e f t  blank i t  wil defau l t  t o  be ing  the  same as INTAPE 
on Card 4.4. 
I f  the load equations are to be input by cards, LDTAPE i s   l e f t  blank. 
Note:  Load  equation  matrices  can only be 
read in by cards if  the  equations 
of  motion  matrices are read in 
by Cards, that is, if INTAPE 
on  Card 4.4 is l e f t  blank 
"
~ ~~~ - 
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D START 
@ Card S e t  31 
r " D Y L O F I ~  * 
Card 33.1 
- 
I 
'NMBl .MNB2,. . . 
Card 3 3 . 2  
I 
A 
< / Yes 
Matr ices  
on t a p e  
Figure 5.-Flow of FINDRMS Block Il l  Card Input  Data 
1 1% 1 
Card Set 34* 
4 
/ 
CR2 1 
Card Set 35* 
/ 
c R 3  1 
Card  Set  36* 
1 
Loop on  number 
of frequencies 
a t  which input 
matrices are 
defined. c 9  1 
Card  Set  37* 
I 
Card  Set  38* 
Card  Set 39’ 
* Indicates  that  card 
i s  optional depending 
upon variables on 
Cards 33.2 and 33.3 
Figure 5.-(Continued) 
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0 Card Set 4 7 *  
End o f  loop 
on NKVAL 
BLOCK I 1 1  
? Ind ica tes  tha t  card  
i s  optional  depending 
upon var iab les  on 
Cards 33.2 and 33.3. 
Figure 5. -(Concluded) 
. .  . .  
- 1 .  
. I  
Card Set 32.0-Load  Correlation Specifications 
:: 'Omit card set 32.0 if ICORR of card set 31.0 = 0, or if NFORC of .card..4.1 > 1.' . 
Repeat  card set 32.0 ICORR times. 
KEYWORD/ . 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
I5 
I5 
The load number  that i s  to be  correlated  with up to 10 other 
loads. 
The loads to be correlated  with LOADi. 
(LOADi S NLD) 
The load number LOADi will be correlated with the loads numbered (LOADC(i ,j), 
j-,= i, IO). .. 
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Card Set !lS.O-Choose  the Non-Null Matrices 
Card 33.1 indicates that the load equation matrices are on magnetic file “LDTAPE” 
which begins  with a DYLOFLEX header  array  (see sec. 6.4.1). Card 33.2 must  be  used if 
the matrices ate on cards or if “LDTAPE” does not contain the DYLOFLEX header 
array. 
Card 33.1-Signal  “LDTAPE” With DYLOFLEX Header  Array 
Omit  card 33.1 if the load  equations are on cards or if  “LDTAPE”  does not  conUin 
the DYLOFLEX header  array. 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. FORMAT I DESCRIPTION 1 VARIABLE 
”
1-10 Keyword indicates- that  “LDTAPE“ begins wlth a DYLOFLEX header away. A10 E L X  
.11-70 Available for comnents. , A . .  
I 
“LDTAPIh” (card set 31.0) or “INTAPE” (card 4.4) must be defined in order to ube 
card 33.1. When  card 33.1 is used,  all  other BLOCK I11 cards (33.2 through 48.0) muet 
be omitted. The DYLOFLEX header array and the load equations will be read from 
magnetic  file “LDTAPE”. The DYLOFLEX header  array at the  beginning of “LDTAPE” 
specifies the sizes of the  matrices  and  indicates  which  ones are not  null  and  appear on 
the file (see sec. 6.4.1). 
Card 33.2-Choose Non-Null Load Equation Matrices 
.. , 
, Omit card 33.2  if card 33.1 was input. 
COLS . 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
- 
41-45 
KEYWORD/ 
NMB3 I5 
NMB4 I5 
NMB5 I I5 
If NMBi = 0 the corresponding  load  equations [);ill will not be 
read. I t  i s  assumed to  be n u l l .  
If NMBi = 1 the matrix [Ai] will be read. 
If NCEB = 0 the load equation forcing function coefficient matrix 
I C 2 }  or IF2] will not be read. I t  i s  assumed to 
be nul 1 .  
If NCEB = 1 the  matrix (t2) or LC2] will be read. 
If NC3B = 0 the load equation convoluted forcing function coefficient 
matrix will not be read. I t   i s  assumed to be null. 
If NC3B = 1 the  matrix (t3) or [E3] will be read. 
Note: If the number o f  panels (NPAN of  Card 4.1) i s  > 0, then 
NC3B i s  set  t o  zero. 
If NPHITB = 0 the lifting panel contributions to  the gust loads o f  
designated gradual penetration load stations matrix 
[ 81 will not be read. I t  i s  assumed to be n u l l .  
If NPHITB = 1 the  matrix [z] will be read. 
Note: If the number o f  panels (NPAN o f  Card 4.1) = 0. then NPHITB 
i s  set  to zero. 
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Card 33.3-Choose Non-Null  Feedback  Matrices 
Omit  card 33.3 if card 33.1 was input  or if  IFDBAK = 0 on card 4.2. 
" 
I I "1 
L 1 1 6-10 /D)1 1 i i  
11-15 NSB3 
16-20 NSB4 
If NSBi = 0 the load equation  feedback  coefficient  matrix 
[Zf] will  not be read.  It i s  assumed to be null. 
If  NSBi = 1 the  matrix [;,I will be read. 
Omit card sets 34.0 through 48.0 if the matrices are to be read from magnetic file 
"LDTAPE" (card  set  31.0). 
Note: Format of matrices  input on cards  is  detailed  previously  in  section 6.3.1. 
Card Set 34.0 [M~l-Load Equation Matrix Corresponding to Generalized 
Coordinate  Displacement 
Omit  card  set  34.0 if NMBl = 0 on card  33.2. [all is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 35.0 [S~ l -Load  Equation Matrix Corresponding to Generalized 
Coordinate  Rate 
Omit  card set 35.0 if  NMB2 = 0 on card  33.2. [a,] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 36.0 [&]-Load Equation Matrix Corresponding to Generalized 
Coordinate  Acceleration 
Omit  card set 36.0  if NMB3 = 0 on card 33.2. [&] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Repeat  card set  37.0  through 48.0  NKVAL  times;  NK = 1, NKVAL. 
Card Set 37.0 [&]-Load Equation Matrix Corresponding to Convoluted 
Generalized  Coordinate  Displacement 
Omit  card  set 37.0  if NMB4 = 0 card 33.2. [&] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 38.0 [a,]-Load Equation Matrix Corresponding to Convoluted 
Generalized  Coordinate  Rate 
Omit  card set 38.0 if  NMB5 = 0 on  card 33.2. [&] is of size  NLD x NDOF. 
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Card Set 39.0 [&]-Load Equation Matrix Corresponding to Convoluted 
Generalized Coordinate Acceleration 
Omit  card  set 39.0 if ,NMB6 = 0 on  card 33.2. [G] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Omit  card  sets 40.0 through 45.0  if IFDBAK = 0 on  card 4.2. 
Card Set 40.0 [Sll-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient  Matrix for Generalized 
Coordinate Displacement 
Omit  card  set 40.0 if NS1 = 0 on  card 33.3. [SI] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 41.0 [SeI-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient Matrix for General 
Coordinate Rate 
Omit  card  set 41.0 if NS2 = 0 on  card 33.3. [G] is of size NLD x NDOF 
Card Set 42.0 [Ssl-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient Matrix for General 
Coordinate Acceleration 
Omit  card  set 42.0 if NS3 = 0 on card 33.3. [GI is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 43.0 [SqI-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Convoluted 
Generalized Coordinate Displacement 
Omit  card set 43.0 if NS4 = 0 on card 33.3. [&I is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 44.0 [Bs]-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient  Matrix for Convoluted 
Generalized Coordinate Rate 
Omit  card  set 44.0  if NS5 = 0 on card 33.3. [35] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 45.0 [Ssl-Load Equation Feedback Coefficient Matrix for Convoluted 
Generalized Coordinate Acceleration 
Omit  card set 45.0 if NS6 = 0 on  card 33.3. [ss] is of size NLD x NDOF. 
Card Set 46.0 { ce}-Load Equation Coefficient  Matrix for  the Forcing Function 
Omit  card set 46.0 if  NC2 = 0 on  card 33.2. {e,} is of size NLD x 1. Input as a row. 
Card Set 47.0 { C'Q}-Load Equation Coefficient  Matrix for  the Convoluted Forcing 
Function 
Omit  card set 47.0 if NC3 = 0 on card 33.2 or if NPAN > 0 on card  4.1 
If there is a single forcing  function  (NFORC = 0 on card 4.11, {c3} is of size NLD x 1 
and is input as a row. 
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However,  if the  equations of motion are frequency  dependent  (NKVAL > 0 on  card 4.1), 
(e3) is complex and  must be input as a row of size 2*NLD with  alternating real and 
imaginary  parts. 
If there are multiple forcing functions (NFORC > 0 on card 4.1), [e31 is of size 
NLD  x NFORC. 
However, if in  addition  the  equations of motion are frequency  dependent  (NKVAL > 0 
on card 4.11, [c3] is complex and  must be input by rows with 2*NFORC numbers  per 
row, alternating  real  and  imaginary  parts. 
Card Set 48.0 [TI-Gradual  Penetration  Load  Equation  Coefficient  Matrix  for the 
Convoluted  Forcing  Function 
Omit  card set 48.0 if  NPAN = 0 on  card 4.1. [T] is of size NLD  x NPAN. 
[B] contains real numbers if NKVAL = 0 on card 4.1 and complex n u m b z s  if 
NKVAL > 0,  indicating  that  the  matrices are frequency  dependent.  When [4] is 
complex, it is input with alternating real and imaginary parts, 2*NPAN numbers to 
a row. 
Card Set 49.0-Termination  of  FINDRMS 
"" - - "~ . ~ "~ 
DESCRIPTION 
This  card wil cause the termination o f  the execut ion o f  FINDRMS. 
A f t e r  t h i s  c a r d  i s  read, cont ro l  o f  the L221 (TEV156) program w i l l  
be returned to the main over lay,  TEV156. 
." .- . . . . "_ 
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8.3.4 PROGRAM SORTQLS 
All of the  cards  read by the second primary  overlay SORTQLS are identified by a code 
word beginning in column  one  and  have  fixed  field  input of the  required  numbers. 
The recognized code words and possible parameters  are shown in  the following listing. 
The keyword parameters are underlined, and only the capital letter variables are.. ’ 
relevant. 
Card set Keyword Variables 
51 TITLE  Miscellaneous titling  information 
52 TAPE  Magnetic  f le  “NEWTPE”  used  foroutput 
53 RESTArt  Restart  with MDOF, MFREQ, MSTATE, MPLTPE, 
MRTAPE, NGROUP, and NSETS 
54 LOAD Load set  number  JSET 
55 STATIC Static-elastic  solution from  load set  JSET 
56 P A R  Pair  the  standard and the  static-elastic  solutions 
57 SEPARate Separate  standard  and  the  static-elastic  solutions 
58 SCALE Scale the  axes  with SCALX and SCALY 
Sort  and  retain  the  requested  item: 
i 
Q  Generalized  coordinates 
- LLoads 
- 
59 SORT S Spectra 
RMS values 
60 SORT A - All items  sorted  and retained 
61 $END Terminates SORTQLS execution 
General information on the processing of the second primary overlay SORTQLS is 
presented  in  the following paragraphs. 
Card  sets 52.0 through 58.0 (TAPE,  RESTA, LOAD, STATI,  PAIR,  SEPAR, and SCALE) 
simply set options  or  give  directions  to SORTQLS-no immediate  action  is  taken. 
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The SORT card  (card sets 59.0 and 60.0) causes SORTQLS to  read  the  input  magnetic 
file, sort the items specified, and write the magnetic file “NEWTPE”. Therefore, all 
desired  options  must be declared before the SORT  card  is  input. 
SORTQLS  will continue  to process data  cards  and  sort  the specified  items  until it reads 
the $END card  (card set  61.0) which  will terminate  the SORTQLS  processing. 
The  option  cards  LOAD,  STATI,  PAIR,  SEPAR,  and  SCALE  (card  sets 54.0 
through 58.0) may be inserted any number of times. The last specified card set will 
remain  in  effect. 
The flow of SORTQLS card  input is displayed in figure 6. 
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(7 START 
$SORTql s 
Card S e t  5 0  
Card S e t  51 
I Card S e t  52* I 
[ T I  RESTArt 
NSETS i= l  ,NSETS 
7- Card S e t  54* 
Card S e t  55* 
* Optional  
Figure 6.-Flow of SORTQLS Card Input Data 
I 
+-(Card Set 5 1 t l  
SEPARa t e  
I I I 
/ SCALE 
Card Set 58, 
(M -
NUMi , 
NSORT i = l  ,NSORT 
Card 59 .2  
f-, Card  Set  61 
cL-> End  SORTQLS 
* Optional 
Figure 6. -(Concluded) 
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Card Set 50.0-SORTQLS  Call  Card 
KEYWORD/ I COLS. I VARIABLE I FORMAT I DESCRIPTION 
I I I ~ _ _ _  ~ ~~~ ~___” ~ .. -~ I 
1-10 This  card initializes the call  to  the second primary overlay. =qlS A10 I 
SORTQLS. It introduces SORTQLS data cards. SORTQLS will perform 
the required sorting, and return control to the main overlay after 
I I  I I Card Set 61 has been read. I 
11- 70 Available for comnents. 
Card Set 51.0-Title  Card 
COLS. I VARIABLE I FORMAT 
11-70 description 6A10 
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword indicating a title card. 
Any miscellaneous title description. 
The card will  be read, printed on the output  file, and ignored. 
~~ - 
~~ 
Card Set 52.0-Tape  Card 
I COLS. I VARIABLE I FORMAT I KEYWORD/ DESCRIPTION 
1-10 A keyword indicating a tape definition card. A10 TAPE 
11-20 The sorted plot vectors will  be written in READTP/WRTETP format A10 NEWTPE 
on the magnetic file  “NEWTPE“. 
Card set 52.0 should be input only once at the beginning of SORTQLS’s execution. 
Magnetic  file  “NEWTPE”  will  contain the sorted  plot  vectors. If this option is not used, 
then  the  default of “NEWTPE” is PLTPSD. 
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Card Set 63.0-Restart L221 (TEV156) 
Card set 53.0 is intended to restart L221 (TEV156) to sort a FINDRMS tape from a 
previous run.  It is needed to specify information to  SORTQLS which is  normally paseed 
through labeled common  from FINDRMS. 
Card 53.1-Restart Card Variables 
~ 
COLS. 
1- 10 
~~ 
11- 15 
16-20 
". ~ 
21-25 
~~~ 
26-35 
36-45 
46- 50 
51-55 
56-60 
KEYWORD 
VARIABL 
R E S T A r t  
MDOF 
-
- ~- 
MFREQ 
MSTATE 
MPLTPE 
MRTAPE 
NGROUP 
. -  
NSETS 
- 
ISET 
I5 
~- 
I 5  
A10 
A10 
I 5  
" 
I 5  
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword i n t roduc ing  a card of  problem size var iables.  
The number o f  degrees of freedom. 
(MDOF 5 100) 
The number o f  frequencies. 
(MFREQ > 1) 
The s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n .  
= 0 s t a t i c - e l a s t i c   s o l u t i o n  was previously  found. 
= 1 a s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  was previously  found. 
The magnetic f i l e  "IPLTPE" prev ious ly  de f ined by FINDRMS. 
I f  MPLTPE i s  not t o  be defined, then leave the variable blank, 
otherwise.the magnetic f i l e  name must be a l e f t - j u s t i f i e d .  1 t o  7 
charac te r  f i l e ,  name w i th  the  f i r s t  cha rac te r  be ing  a lphabe t i c .  
The magnetic f i l e  w h i c n  t rans fer  func t ions .  
I f  MRTAPE i s  not t o  be def ined, then leave the var iable blank, 
otherwise,the magnetic f i l e  name must  be a l e f t - j u s t i f i e d ,  1 t o  7 
c h a r a c t e r  f i l e  name,with the  f i r s t  cha rac te r  be ing  a lphabe t i c .  
The number of items contained on the magnetic f i l e  d e f i n e d  by MPLTPE 
f o r  each frequency. 
(NGROUP 2 3) 
The number of sets of load equations. 
(NSETS 10) 
I f  NSETS = 1 the number of  loads i n  l o a d  s e t  1. I f  NSETS i s  
~~ ~~ ~ 
~ ~~~ 
~- .~ "" , ~ 
~" - " - 
"__" ~. ~~ "- .. 
".~ .... ~ .___ ___."_I .. 
~ -~ " . . . . 
greater  than 1 t h i s  f i e l d  i s  t o  be l e f t  blank. 
__ . " ~  -. . . -  ~~ 
Read  card 53.2 to specify the  number of loads in  each load set if NSETS of card 53.1 > 1. 
Card  53.2-Number of Sets of Load Equations 
46-50 
" 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
ISETl 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT 
ISET2 
ISETi, i = 1, NSETS 1015 
"P ~~~ . _= .= 
where NSETS of Card 53.1 i s  the number of sets of  load 
equations and  must  be I 10. 
ISETi contains the number of loads i n  t h e  i t h  l o a d  s e t .  
1 ISETIO 
(ISETi 5 100) 
- . L  ~~ . . "  ~- 
Card Set 54.0-Load Set Card 
I KEYWORD/ 
COLS.  DESCRIPTION  FORMAT  VARIABLE 
~ . . . . - - -. 
1-10 A keyword i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  t h e  Load Set to be processed follows. A10 
/PCJSET 1 15- I The load  set  number. 1 
1 I (JSET 1. NSETS) 
Card set 54.0 specifies the load set from which subsequent items will be sorted. If a 
LOAD card is not  included, JSET = 1 is assumed. 
Card Set 55.0-Static  Card 
I 
~- " "_ 
KEYWORD/ -i . - -  
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword requesting the processing of t h e  s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  A10 E c  
f o r  a p a r t i c u l a r  Load Set. =. 
11-15 The load  se t  number. I 5  JSET 
(JSET S NSETS) 
. -  ~~ ~~ ~ .~ . " 
Card set 55.0 specifies that  subsequent  items to  be sorted will be from the  static-elastic 
solution  for  the load set  JSET. 
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Card  Set 56.0-Pair Card  
KEYWORD/ 
- 
DESCRIPTION 1 
A10 A keyword reques t ing  tha t  s tandard  and s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  responses 
be pai red on t h e  o u t p u t  f i l e ,  "NEWPE" 
' Card  set 56.0 causes SORTQLS to  sort  the  same  specified  items  from  both  the  standard 
and  static-elastic  solutions  (same  load  set)  and  write  them on the  magnetic file defined 
' by "NEWTPE" (card  set 52.01, immediately following one  another so they  may  easily be 
, plotted  on one frame.  This  feature is turned off by the SEPAR  (card  set 57.0) card. 
! 
Card  Set 57.0-Separate Card  
I COLS. I KEYWORD/ VARIABLE FORMAT 
A10 
L ., " . - 
A keyword request ing the separat ion of  standard and s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  
responses. 
Card  set 57.0 will turn off card set 56.0 and will separate the standard and the 
.static-elastic  solutions. 
Card  Set 58.0-Scale Card  
- .  
FORMAT 
The frequencies wil be m u l t i p l i e d  by SCALX before  being E1O.O 
A keyword i n t roduc ing  SORTQLS Scale factors.  A10 
DESCRIPTION 
w r i t t e n  on the magnetic f i l e  "NEWTPE", (see  Card  Set  51) 
(SCALX > 0) 
E1O.O The sorted i tems wil be m u l t i p l  l e d  b y  SCALY. 
(SCALY > 0) 
. .. . 
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Card Set  59.0-Sort  Card 
Card  59.1-Sort Q ,  L, S, or R 
COLS. 
1- 10 
11-20 
- 
 
- 
21-25 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
SORT -
q,c.s. 
o r  E 
FORMAT 
A10 
A 10 
. .. - " ". ~. ~- 
DESCRIPTION 
~- 
A keyword requesting the sort ing of i tem(s) from magnetic f i1e"INTAPE 
A va r iab le  i nd i ca t i ng  wh ich  i t em to  so r t  f rom load  se t  JSET. 
9' s = sort  the  general ized  coordinates. 
- Loads = sor t  the  load t rans fer  func t ions .  
Spectra = so r t  t he  ou tpu t  spectrum. 
- Rms = so r t  t he  roo t  mean square  values. 
The number o f  i tems to  be sorted. 
(NSORT I 100) 
I f NSORT = 0 a l l  ava i l ab le  i t ems  o f  t he  t ype  spec i f i ed  above wil be 
sor ted ( re ta ined)  and w r i t t e n  on f i l e  "NEWTPE". 
Card  59.1 is  repeated for each  variable which the  user  wishes  to sort. 
Omit  card  59.2 if NSORT of card  59.1 = 0. 
KEYUORD/ 
COLS. VARIABLE 
1-5 
NUM2 6-10 
NUMl 
N U H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
FORMAT I DESCRIPTION 
1415 NUMi ; i = 1, NSORT 
where NSORT i s  from Card 59.1. 
The s p e c i f i c  numbers o f  i tems tha t  a re  to  be  sor ted  ( re ta ined)  as 
spec i f i ed  by the i tem type (9, L, S, o r  R)  on  Card 59.1. 
Repeat the card wi th  14 numbers p e r  c a r d  u n t i l .  a l l  elements are 
. .~ ~ ___ 
I defined. 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
SORT 
Au 
. .. 
" 
-
" 
- 
~- 
FORMAT 
A10 
A10 
. .  
.. . . .  
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword request ing the sor t ing of i tems from f i l e  "INTAPE". 
This  var iab le  ind ica tes  what  type  o f  s o r t i n g  wil take place. 
AU = wil s o r t  a l l  i t s ,  loads,  and  output  spectra,  from a l l  l o a d  
se ts  (bo th  standard and s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n s  if present). 
~- 
~~ ~~~~ 
" ~~ 
~~ 
-~ . .  
_ _ ~ ~  
~~ 
" ~~ 
The SORTQLS magnetic  output  file  will  contain: 
Q's for standard  solution. 
1 Q's for static-elastic solution if present. 
v Loads  for standard  olution.repeate  
Loads  for static-elastic  solution.  NSETS  times
Spectra  for  standard  solution.  repeated 
Spectra for static-elastic  solution. NSETS  times 
and, if IPLRMS = 1 (card 4.3 of FINDRMS) 
A values  for  standard  solution. 
A values  for  static-elastic  solution. 
Card Set 61.0-SORTQLS End  Card 
p- 10 - 
__ - .  ." 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
-, . -_ 
SENo 
repeated 
NSETS  times 
I ~ ~~ . ~ - ~-~ ~ ~ ... - FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
A10 A keyword which terminates the SORTQLS processing. 
~=~ ~~- 
- 
6.3.5 PROGRAM PLOTQLS 
All of the  cards  read by the  third  primary  overlay PLOTQLS are identified by a code 
word beginning in column  one  and  have  fixed  field  input of the  required  numbers. 
The recognized code words and possible parameters  are shown in  the following listing  in 
alphabetical  order.  The keyword parameters  are  underlined  and only the  capital  letter 
variables  are  relevant. 
Card set Keyword Variables 
71 
70 
72 
75 
65 
76 
67 
77 
78 
64 
69 
68 
66 
63 
73 
DEFAUlt 
GRID 
LABEL 
LINEAr 
LOAD 
LOG-Log 
PAIR 
PLOT 
PLOT 
RESTArt 
SCALE 
SEPARa te 
STATIC 
TITLE 
X-AXIS 
Use default  grid  limits 
Set  grid  limits to  XMIN,  XMAX, YMIN, and YMAX 
Use  miscellaneous  plot  labeling  information 
Requests a linear-linear  grid on the plot  frame 
Load set  number  JSET 
Requests a log-log grid  on the plot  frame 
Pairs  the  standard  and  static-elastic  solutions 
Plot  the  requested  item: 
Q Plots the generalized  coordinates 
- L  Plots  the load transfer  function 
'S Plots  the  output  spectrum 
& Plots the RMS load values 
- A  Plots all items 
Restart  with MDOF, MFREQ, MSTATE, MPLTPE, 
MRTAPE, NGROUP, and NSETS 
Scales  the  axes  with SCALX and SCALY 
Separates  the  standard  and  static-elastic  solutions 
Plot  the  static-elastic  solution of load set  JSET 
I - 
Miscellaneous  printout  labeling  information 
Set x-axis  label 
74 Y-AXJs Set  y-axis  l bel 
79 $END  Terminate PLOTQLS  processing 
General  information on the processing of the  third  primary  overlay  PLOTQLs is 
presented  in  the following paragraphs. 
The  cards  DEFAUlt, GRID,  LABEL,  LOAD,  PAIR, RESTArt,  SCALE,  SEPARate, 
STATIC, and TITLE simply set options or give directions to PLOTQLS-no immediate 
action is taken. 
The PLOT card  (card  sets 70.0 and 71.0) causes PLOTQLS to  read  the  input  magnetic 
file,  sort  the  items  specified,  and  prepare  the  plots.  Therefore,  all  desired  options  must 
be declared before the PLOT  card is  input. 
PLOTQLS  will continue  to process data  cards  and  sort  the specified items  until it reads 
the $END card  (card  set 79.0) which  will terminate  the PLOTQLS  processing. 
The  option  cards  DEFAUlt, GRID,  LOAD,  PAIR,  SCALE, SEPARate, STATIC, and 
TITLE may be inserted any number of times. The last specified card set will remain 
in effect. 
The flow of PLOTQLS card  input  data  is  displayed  in  figure 7. 
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(7 START 
$PLOT 
Card S e t  63* 
or 
NSETS i= l  ,NSETS 
Card  64.2 
1 Card Set 65* 
I I 
-Car= 66.1 
STAT I c 
I 
* Opt iona l  
Figure 7.-Flow of PLOTQLS Card Input Data 
Card Set 68' * Card Set  69+ 
' DEFAUlt 
Card Set 71' 
Ck ' - L A B E L  
Card Set  72* .. 
04 - ' X - A X I S  
Card Set 73* 
A 
(k / - Y - A X I S  
Card Set 74- * Card Set 75' 
Card Set 76* 
Optional 
Figure 7. -(Continued) 
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. Q 
or 
1 
NPLOT i =1 ,NPLOT 
Figure 7. - (Concluded) 
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Card Set 62.0-PLOTQLS Link Cell Card 
I 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. 
T h i s  c a r d  i n i t i a l i z e s  t h e  c a l l  t o  t h e  t h i r d  p r i m a r y  o v e r l a y ,  A10 )PLOTqlS 1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
PLOTQLS. I t  introduces PLOTQLS data  cards. PLOTQLS wil 
per form the  requ i red  p lo t t ing  and then wil r e t u r n  c o n t r o l  t o  
the main over lay af ter  Card Set 79 has been read. 
11-60 M isce l l aneous   l abe l i ng   i n fo rma t ion   f o r   p lo t   i den t i f i ca t i on .  It 5A10 d e s c r i p t i o n  
~ ~ ~~ 
should include the user's name, phone nunber, mail stop, and OrganiZatiOn. 
Card Set 63.0-Title  Card 
DESCRIPTION I 
1-10 A keyword i n d i c a t i n g  a  TITLE card. A 10 TITLE 
11-70 Any miscellaneous t i t l e  d e s c r i p t i o n .  j csc r lp t i o r )  6A10 
Card set 63.0 will  be  read,  printed  on  the  output  file, and ignored. 
Card Set 64.0-Restart L221 (TEV156) 
Card set 64.0 will  restart L221 (TEV156) to sort a FINDRMS tape from a previous run. 
It is needed to specify information to PLOTQLS which is normally passed through 
labeled common  from  FINDRMS. 
Card 64.1-Restart Card Variables 
I 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. 
A keyword in t roducing a card of  problem size var iables.  A10 m r t  1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
11-15 The  number o f  degrees o f  freedom. I 5  MDOF 
(MDOF 5 100) 
16-20 The  number o f  frequencies. 15 MFREQ 
(MFREQ > 1 )  
21-25 The s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n .  15 MSTATE 
= 0 no s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  was prev ious ly  found. 
= 1 a s t a t i c - e l a s t i c  s o l u t i o n  was prev ious ly  found. 
26- 35 The magnetic f i l e  "IPLTPE" previously def ined by FINDRHS. A10  MPLTPE 
I f  MPLTPE i s  not t o  be defined, then leave the variable blank, 
otherwise. the magnetic f i l e  name must be a l e f t - j u s t i f l e d ,  1 io  7 
charac te r  f i l e ,  name wi th  the  f i rs t  charac ter  be ing  a lphabet ic .  
36-45 The magnetic f i l e  which contains the load transfer funct ions.  A10 MRTAPE 
I f MRTAPE i s  not t o  be defined, then leave the variable blank, 
otherwise,the magnetic f i l e  name must be a l e f t - j u s t i f i e d ,  1 to 7 
character f i l e  name,with the f i r s t  character being alphabetlc. 
46-50 The  number of  i tems contained on the magnetic f i l e  d e f i n e d  by I 5  NGROUP 
MPLTPE f o r  each frequency. 
(NGROUP 1 3) 
51-55 The  number o f  sets of load equations. I 5  NSETS 
(NSETS S 10) 
56-60 I f  NSETS = 1, the number o f  loads i n  l o a d  s e t  1. If NSETS i s  I 5  ISET 
I I I greater than 1 t h e n  t h i s  f i e l d  i s  t o  be l e f t  blank. I 
Read  card 64.2 for the number of loads  in each load set  if NSETS of card 64.1 > 1. 
Card 64.2-Number of Load8 in Each Load Set 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION  FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-5 
where NSETS o f  Card 72.1 i s  t he  number o f  s e t s  o f  load equat ions ISET2 6-10 
ISETi, i = 1, NSETS 1015 ISETl 
I . .  and must be I 10. 
,46-50 ISETi conta ins  the  number o f  loads i n  t h e  i t h  l o a d  s e t .  ISETIO 
(ISETi I 100) 
Card Set 65.0-Load Set Card 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. 
@A1 1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
The load se t  number. I 5  JSET 11-15 
A keyword i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  t h e  Load  Set t o  be processed fol lows. A10 
(JSET I NSETS) 
Card set 65.0 specifies the load set from which Subsequent items will be plotted. If a 
LOAD card is not included, JSET = 1 is assumed. 
Card Set 66.0-Static  Card 
COLS. 1 KEYWORD/ VARIABLE 
11-15 JSET I 
FORMAT 
A10 
I5 
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword reques t ing  the  p rocess ing  o f  t he  s ta t l c -e las t i c  so lu t i on  I 
f o r  a p a r t i c u l a r  l o a d  s e t .  
The l o a d  s e t  number. 
(JSET I NSETS) 
Card set 66.0 specifies  that  subsequent  items to be plotted  will be  from the  static-elastic 
solution of  load set number JSET. 
S6 
Card Set 87.0-Pair Card  
r ' KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword requesting t h a t  standard and s ta t ic-elast lc  responses be ; A 1 0  PAIR 
paired on the plots. 
Card set 67.0 causes PLOTQLS to  plot the  same specified items from  both the  standard 
and static-elastic solutions (of the same load set) on the same frame. This feature is 
negated by the  SEPARate  card  (card  set 68.0). 
Card Set 68.0-Separate Card  
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. 
=ate 1-10 
DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
A keyword requesting the separation of standard and static-elastic A10 
responses. 
Card set 68.0 will negate the PAIR option of card set 67.0, and will separate the 
standard  and  static-elastic  solutions. 
Card Set 69.0-Scale Card  
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword introducing PLOTQLS scalars. A 1 0  SCALE 
~ ~~ 
11-20 The frequencies  will be multiplied.by SCALX before being plotted. : E1O.O SCALX 
(SCALX 0) 
21-30 The plot items will be multiplied by SCALY before being plotted. E1O.O SCALY 
(SCALY > 0)  
Card Set 70.0-Grid  Card 
"_ 
." 
j1-40 I yM1.K 
~ ~ 
~ 1 - 5 O ~ l k 4 X  
.~ 
FORMAT I DESCRIPTION 
A10 I A keyword i n t roduc ing  PLOTQLS g r i d   l i m i t s .  
El0.O 1 The minimum x - a x i s  g r i d  limit. 
E1O.O [The maximum x - a x i s   g r i d  limit. 
E1O.O [The minimum y - a x i s  g r i d  limit. 
ElO.0 I The  maximum y - a x i s  g r i d  limit. 
.__. "" " .  " - 
"" . . . - ~  - =_- 
~~ ." .~ ~ " .  " .. - 
~" .~ -~ ~ - - . - 
.Card set 70.0 establishes  the  limits of the  plot  card. If a GRID card  is  not  input,  the 
grid  limits  will be the lowest and  highest  frequencies  and  the  minimum  and  maximum 
of the curves plotted on each frame. If a negative  limit  is  specified,  the  program  will 
- revert  to  the  default for that  particdlar  limit. 
Card Set  71.0-Default  Card 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORbWT VARIABLE 
1-10 e l t  A10  The keyword i n d i c a t i n g   t h a t  PLOTQLS wil f i n d   i t s  own g r i d   l i m i t s  
f o r  each  frame. It also  negates  the GRID o p t i o n   o f  Card  Set 70. 
r- . 
Card Set  72.0-Label Card 
- 
L L S .  I KEYWORD/ VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION I 
k I ~ ~ 
1-10 A keyword i n t roduc ing  a p l o t  l a b e l .  A10 LABEL - 
11-50 Any miscel laneous p lo t  f rame label ing in format ion.  4A10 desc r ip t i on  
1." 
The 40 label  characters  will be placed  in  the  plot  frame  title block below the  message(s) 
listed. Two label  cards  may  be  used. 
GEN COORD 
LOAD TRANS NO. LOAD SET  substituted for  this
SPECTRUM  line if input. 
RMS 
FROM THE STATIC-ELASTIC 
WITH THE STATIC-ELASTIC  SOLUTION 
I Note: The y-axis label is 
40 characters of label card 1 
40 characters of label  card 2 
I 
Card Set  73.0-X-Axis  Label  Card 
COLS. 
1- 10 
11-3C 
KEYWORD/ 
X- AX I s
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword in t roducing an x-axis label .  
M isce l laneous in fo rmat ion  to  labe l  the  x -ax is  o f  the  p lo t  frame. 
The d e f a u l t   x - a x i s   l a b e l   i s  FREQUENCY. 
- 
Card Set  74.0-Y-Axis  Label  Card 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS.  DESCRIPTION FORMAT  VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword in t roducing a y -ax is  labe l .  A10 Y - A X I S  
I 11-5Oldescript ion( 4A10 I Misce l laneous  in fo rmat ion   to   labe l   the   y -ax is   o f   the   p lo t  frame. ' 1  
~ ~~ 
The y-axis label will serve as the first line  in  the  title block. The  default  y-axis  label 
and title line are: 
GEN COORD 
LOAD TRANS 
SPECTRUM 
RMS 
NO.  LOAD SET 
Card Set  75.0-Linear  Grid  Card 
COLS . KEYWORD/ VARIABLE I FORMAT I DESCRIPTION I 
I A1O I A keyword requesting a l i n e a r  - l i n e a r  g r i d  on t h e  p l o t  frame. Note:  This i s  the  defaul t   gr id   type.  
Card Set 76.0-Log  Grid  Card 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE 
1-10 A keyword requesting a l o g  - l o g  g r i d  on t h e  p l o t  frame. A10 -09 
Note: The d e f a u l t  g r i d  t y p e  i s  l i n e a r  - l i n e a r .  
Card Set 77.0-Plot Card 
Card 77.1-Plot Q, L, S, or R 
- 
COLS. 
1- 10 
11-20 
21-25 
KEYWORD/ 
VARIABLE 
PLOT -
NPLOT 
FORMAT 
A10 
A10 
I5  
DESCRIPTION 
A keyword request ing the p lo t t ing of  i tem(s)  f rom mmgnet lc  f l le"1NTAP 
A keyword i nd i ca t i ng  wh ich  i t em to  p lo t  f rom load  se t  JSET. 
~~~~ 
Q's ' = p lo t   the   genera l i zed   coord ina tes .  
- Loads = p lo t  t he  l oad  t rans fe r  f unc t i ons .  
Spectra = p lo t  t he  ou tpu t  spec t ra .  
- Rms = p l o t  t h e  r o o t  mean square  values. 
The number o f  i terns t o  be  p lo t ted .  
(NPLOT S 100) 
I f  NPLOT = 0 a l l  a v a i l a b l e  items o f  t he  t ype  spec 
wil be p l o t t e d .  
Card 77.1 is repeated for each variable the  user  wishes  to plot. 
Omit card 77.2  if NPLOT  of  card 77.1 = 0. 
- ~ 
i f i e d  above 
DESCRIPTION 
NUMi ; i = 1, NPLOT 
where NPLOT i s  from  Card 77.1. 
The s p e c i f i c  numbers o f  i t ems  tha t  a re  to  be p l o t t e d  as s p e c i f i e d  by 
the i tem type (9 .  L ,  S, o r  R) on Card 77.1. 
Repeat the  card  w i th  14 numbers p e r  c a r d  u n t i l  a l l  e l e m e n t s  a r e  
defined. 
~ ~ 
~ -  
~ .. . 
Card Set 78.0-Plot A R R  . .  
~. - 
~ -
7 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS.  VARIABLE FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
I 1 0  I A10 I A keyword requesting  the  plott ing of items  frommagnetic f i l e . " I N T A P E A .  
. 
11-20 This keyword requests  tha t  a l l  Q's.1oads. and output.spectra, A10 A e e  
I - "-I 
from a l l  load sets (both standard and static-elastic solutions i f  
present). 
". " . .  
The plots will be in  the following order: 
Q's for standard  solution. 
Q's for static-elastic  solution if present. 
Loads for standard  solution. 
Loads for static-elastic  solution. 
Spectra for standard  solution. 
Spectra for static-elastic  solution. 
and, if IPLRMS = 1 (card 4.3 of FINDRMS) 
A values for standard  solution. 
A values for static-elastic  solution. 
i repeated NSETS  times repeated NSETS times 
repeated 
NSETS times 
Card Set 79.0-PLOTQLS  End  Card 
. - . - . -. 
~~ ~~ 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. DESCRIPTION FORMAT VARIABLE "- - 
1-10 bENo 
"" 
A10 -word whichterminates the PLOTQLS processing. 
.~ 
A - 
Card Set  80.0-Termination of L221  (TEV156) 
KEYWORD/ 
COLS. FORMAT DESCRIPTION VARIABLE 
1-10 A 1 0  A keyword  which terminates  the L 2 2 1  (TEV156) program. bPurT 
100 
Requtrements 
o r  Function Keywords and/or Var iables 
l! Card 
11 Format 
I 
SFREQuency 
I 
I A10 
~ si i i ie  A1 0 
" SCORE M X C O R  ' A10 
~~~ ~ 
8 -  
fCHECk 
fFINDms & I ~ A1O 
BLOCK I -- Options and Constant Data 
LABEL !"- 
options 615 NDOF NFREQ NPAN NKVAL HFORC NWFD 
Options 
7E10 AI B I  c 1  01 Q 1  61 Y 1  Wagner Function 
4A10 ~ INTAPE  IPLTPE IRTAPE IFTAPE 1/0 F i les  
615 IPRINT IRHSPR IPUNCH ICKPRT IPLRMS  LPDOF Output Options 
615 IFREQ I SPEC ISTATE I FDBAK I DAMP IYTZRO - 
Kiissner Function 
Input Const. 
ISTATE = 2; CS 4.2 
NDOFD > 0; CS 4.1 
ISPEC = 2; CS 4.2 
ISPEC < 0; CS 4.2 
cs 4.4 
IFTAPE undefined 
z VEL L C TABFS TABS  FDSCAL I 7E10 ~~ ~ 
Columns t o  be zeroed out  for  s ta t ic -e last ic  so lut ion 
2E10 K n 
Load Equations t o  be zeroed out 
1415 Columns and rows o f  Equations o f  Motion and columns o f  
1415 
Tabular input spectrun frequencies 7E10 
Reference 
Card Set (CS) 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
2.0 
3.0 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
5.1 
5.2 
6.0 
7.1 
7.2 
8.1 
8.2 
Requirements 
or Function 
Keywords and/or  Var iables Card Reference 
Format  Card Set (CS) 
ir ts I Variables eference I Card 
ISPEC < 0; CS 4.2 
NFORC = 1; CS 4.1 
IFTAPE undefined; 
ISPEC < 0; CS 4.2 
NFORC L 2; CS 4.1 
IFTAPE undefined 
cs 4.4 
IDAMP = 0 
CS 4.2 I 
Single tabular input spectrum 
Mult iple tabular input spectrum 7E10 
gSD lElO 
8.3 
8.4 
9.1 
~~ 
IDAnP > 0 
CS 4.2 
Structural damping f o r  each degree o f  freedom I 7E10 I 9.2 
IFDBAK = 1 Standard Feedback Coefficients I 7E10 I 10.0 - 10.5 
CS 4.2 
IFDBAK = 2 I Special Feedback Coefficients 1 7E10 1; 10.6 - 10.8 
CS 4.2 
IFREQ -1  Frequencies  (cps) 
cs 4.2 I 7E10 I ll.l 
IFREQ = 0 
CS 4.2 
I Frequencies  (rad/sec) I 7E10 I lle2 
IFREQ > 0 F i r s t  frequency and  an increment  (cps) 
cs 4.3 
1 11.4 7E10 LPMF > 0 Frequencies where loads/degree o f  freedom i s   p r i n t e d  
CS 4.2 
11.3 2E10 - 
L 
i. ” 
6 #t 
rn 
m 
c( 
I 
Y 
! c) 
% 
B 
c 
c 
Y 
OD 
a 
Requirements 
d 
Reference z. 
Card Set (CS) Format Keywords and/or Variables o r  Function 
Card 
m t i o n  
13.3 615 Choose non-null feedback matrices IFDBAK -> 1 
(0 
DYLOFLX 
13.2 c 
o r  INTAPE not from 
Choose non-null equations o f  motion matrices I f  matrices on cards, 1015 
d DYLOFLX system 
13.1 E A1 0 W l  x I f  tape from 
12.0 8 A10 
E 
B 
cs 4.2 c1 
(P 
(0 
Matrices on cards 14.0 - 30.0 7E10 Equations o f  motion matrices and associated frequencies ( i f  any) o r  
equations o f  motion feedback matrices z 
CI 
0 
0 
U m 
B 
8 r 
9 e 
cb 
Y 
I! 
F . a  
8 p ,  
P 
Requirements 
o r  Function 
Key  Words and/or Variables I ::Fiat I Card Set ( C S )  Reference 
ICORR C 
- 
LDTAPE A10.215, 
E10,AlO 
31 .O 
ICORR > 0; CS 31.0 
NFORC = 1 : CS 4.1 
32.0 1115  Load  number. Other load numbers to  co r re la te  w i th  f i r s t  i t em 
DYLOFLX system 
If tape from I -lX 
If matrices on cards, 
o r  LDTAPE not from 
Choose non-null load equation matrices 
DYLOFLX I I 33.2 
IFDBAK > 1 
CS 4.2 
Choose non-null feedback matrices I 615 I 33.3 
Matrices on cards 34.0 - 38.0 A1 0 Load equation matrices or load equation feedback matrices 
~ ~~~ 
Requirements 
Keywords andlor Variables or  Function 
I 
Card Set (CS)  
Reference 
I JsoRTql s 1 50.0 
T U  - Ti t le  descr ip t ion I 51.0 
Tape card 
53.0 Restart capabil i ty if generalized coordinates and load frequency response tape 
52.0 
previously saved 
, 
I I 
ILoAo JSET 54 .O 
I I I I m c  JSET I 55.0 
Optional 56.0 
58.0 - SCALE - Scale card A5.5X; E1O.O; E 1 O . O  
57.0 
- SORT - Items and  number o f  i terns to   so r t  59.1 
N N R T  0 1. Specific numbers o f  items t o  be sorted 
cs 59.1 
1 59.2 
w 
f I , 
SORT AU 60.0 
SENo 61 .O 
Requirements 
o r  F u n c t i o n s  Keywords and/or Variables I Card  Set (CS) Reference 
W T q l s  User 's   nane/phone  nmber /mai l   s top/orgainzat ion 
63.0 TITLE - T i t l e  d e s c r i p t i o n  
62 .0  
64 .0  R e s t a r t  c a p a b i l i t y  i f  generalized  coordinates  and  load  frequency  response  tape 
previously  saved 
Speci f ic   i tems and c o n t r o l s  f o r  p l o t t i n g  65.0 - 78.0 
rn 79.0 
$4JlJ - Terminates  the  L221  (TEV156)  program 80.0 
6.4 MAGNETIC FILES INPUT DATA 
The  input  matrices to  the L221  (TEV156)  program  can  be  obtained  from  three  magnetic 
(tape or disk) files.  These  files, “INTAPE.  “LDTAPE’,  and “IFTBPE. are discussed  in 
sections  6.4.1, 6.4.2, and 6.4.3,  respectively. 
The use of these  magnetic  files to contain  the  input  matrices will depend on whether  or 
of sec. 6.3) or the load instruction card (see card set 31.0 of sec. 6.3). If any of the 
not they  have  been defined through  the use of either  the  tape  option  card  (see  card 4.4 
magnetic files have not been defined, then the associated input matrices will be read 
from input cards. 
All input  magnetic  files  are  in  the  READTPIWRTETP  format.’ 
6.4.1 “INTAPE” 
through 30.0  (sec.  6.3).  If,  however, the user specifies a file name in the variable 
By default FINDRMS will read the equations of motion matrices in card sets 14.0 
INTAPE on card 4.4, the  matrices  will  read  from  magnetic file  “INTAPE”  (see  fig. 8) in 
the READTP/WRTETP  format. 
FINDRMS rewinds “INTAPE” before attempting to read any matrices. Several input 
parameters determine which matrices are contained on YNTAPE’. These parameters 
are NDOF, NPAN. and KNVAL of card 4.1; IFDBAK of card4.1 and the non-null 
matrix  indicators  in  cards 13.2 and 13.3. 
For  the  matrices  appearing  in  figure 8: 
{HEADER} Will  be present only if the keyword  DYLOFLEX was  read  in
card 13.1 
[SI],[&], ....[ 561 Will not be present if IFDBAK = 0 on card 4.2 
{ f d  and [TI Will replace {C3} if  MPAN > 0 on  card 4.1 
{FREQM}  and the frequency-dependent  matrices ([GI. [Ms], [Q], {C3}, or [&I) will 
not be  present if NKVAL = 0. 
The  equations of motion are followed on “INTAPE” by an end-of-file. If LDTAPE in  card 
set  31.0 is defined with  the  same  name as  INTAPE.  FINDRMS  will  skip  the end-of-file 
and  read  the load equations  from  the  second  file of “INTAPE”.  Additional  load  sets  may 
appear  in logical files  three,  four,  etc. 
‘Clemmons, R. E. : Programming Specifications for Modules of the Dynamic Loads Analysis 
System to Inferface   Wifh   FLEXSTAB.  NASA contract  NAS1-13918;  BCS-G0701. 
September 1975. ( I n t e r n a l  Document.) 
L Card 13.1 conta ins  U F L X  + (HEADER) (HEADER) i s  (30 x 1 )  [Mi 1 i s  (NDOF x NDOF) rs, 1 i s  lNWF x NOOF) 
i s  (NDOF x 1) 
o r  (NWF x NFORC) 
Notes: 
. NDOF,NPAN,NKVAL,NFORC 
are obta ined f rom 
Card 4.1. 
. IFDBAK i s  o b t a i n e d  
from Card 4 . 2 .  
. I f  NFORC > I ,  [C,)is 
n u l l  and (ft) and 
[&I are not read. 
If NKVAL > 1 
€3 End-of -F i l e  
figure 8.-Conrents of the File "INTAPE" 
"he contents of the DYLOFLEX header  matrix  are described in  the following listing. 
Position Format Description 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10-20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Note: 
A10 
A10 
A10 
I10 
I10 
110 
I10 
E1O.O 
110 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
I10 
Contains  the DYLOFLEX header  keyword. 7HDYLOFLX 
Program  namehersion  number of the  program  that  created  the 
tape 
Date of the  run  that  created  the  tape, 10H yrlmolda 
Contains  the  number of degrees of freedom,  NDOF 
Contains  the  number of load equations, NLD 
Contains  the  number of gradual  penetration  panels,  NPAN 
Contains  the  number of h values  used for the  multiple 
frequency-dependent  matrices  option, NKVAL 
Not  used 
Contains  the velocity (true  air  speed), VEL 
Mot used 
NULMAT (1); if > 0. [MI] will be  read 
NULMAT (2); if > 0, [Mz] will be  read 
NULMAT (3); if > 0, [PA31 will be read 
NULMAT (4); if > 0, [hQ] will  be  read 
MULMAT (5); if > 0, [ Ms] will  be  read 
MULMAT (6); if > 0, [Mc] will be  read 
NULMAT (7); if > 0, [Cz] will be  read 
NULMAT (8); if > 0. [Cg] will be read 
NULMAT (9); if > 0, [fe] will be read 
NULMAT (10); if > 0, [&] will be  read 
The  program will  check the  values  given  for MDOF, NLD, NPAM, NKVAL, and 
VEL in the DYLOFLEX header matrix against the same variables read from 
cards. All values not compatible will cause a fatal error, except VEL which 
causes  a  warning  error. 
6.4.2 “LDTAPE” 
(sec. 6.3). If, however, the user specifies a file name in the variable LDTAPE on card 
By default, FINDRMS will read the load equations in  card sets34.0  through 48.0 
“LDTAPE” (see  fig. 9) in READTPIWRTETP format. 
set 31.0, the matrices corresponding to those card sets will be read from magnetic file 
FINDRMS  will rewind  “LDTAPE’ if LDTAPE does not  have  the  same  name as INTAPE 
(card 4.4) or LDTAPE of the previous load set. Otherwise, FINDRMS will skip one 
end-of-file mark  and  try to read  the  set of load equation  matrices from the  next logical 
file on “LDTAPE”. 
Several input parameters determine which matrices are contained on LDTAPE. These 
parameters are NDOF, NPAN, and NKVAL of card 4.1; IFDBAK of card 4.2; and the 
non-null  matrix  indicators  in  cards  33.2  and  33.3. 
For t h e  matrices a p p e a r i n g  i n  f i g u r e  9: 
{HEADER} Will be present only if the DYLOFLEX  keyword was  encountered 
in card33.1.  The  contents  are  similar to  those  appearing on 
INTAPE described  in  section 6.4.1 
[s,].[s,] . . . . ,[s6] Will not be present if IFDBAK = 0 
E l  Will replace ( E 3 }  if NPAN > o 
The  frequency-dependent  matrices ([&I,  [&,I, [%I, {c3}, or [$I) will not be present 
If NKVAL = 0. 
- 
6.4.3 “IFTAPE” 
When ISPEC < 0 on card 4.2, FINDRMS will read the tabular input spectrum(s) on 
card 8.3 or 8.4 (sec.  6.3). If, however,  the  user  also specifies a file name in the  variable 
(see  fig. 10) in  the READTPIWRTETP format. 
IFTAPE on card 4.4, the  tabular  input  spectrumW will  be  read  from “IFTAPE” 
A spectrum is needed for each combination of (1.J) where I = 1, NFORC and J = I, 
FINDRMS will rewind “1FTAPE”and then  read one matrix for each  spectrum  required. 
NFORC. Because of symmetry, only the upper  right  triangular  combinations  are  input. 
Input row 1  with J = 1, NFORC; then row 2 with J = 2, NFORC; then row 3 with J = 3, 
NFORC ; _..; and  finally row NFORC with J = NFORC. 
Each spectrum  contains NSP elements,  but  because  the  elements  are complex, the  array 
must be of size  2NSP x 1. 
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9 Card  33.1 
{HEADER) 
I f  IFDBAK > 0 
+ 
I f  NPANL 0 I f  NPAN > O  
{HEADER} i s  (30 x 1 ) 
[R.] i s  (NLD x NDOF) 
[s!] i s  (NLD X NDOF) 03 i s  (NLD X 1)  
E,)* i s  (NLD x 1)  
[TI* i s  (NLD x NPAN) 
o r  (NLD x NFORC) 
o r  (NLD x NFORC) 
*Compl ex i f  NKVAL > 0 
Notes : 
NDOF.NPAN,NKVAL,NFORC 
a re  ob ta ined  f rom 
Card 4.1. 
IFOBAK i s  o b t a i n e d  
from Card 4 . 2 .  
I f  NFORC >1 ,  f z ]  
i s  n u l l  and [ ] 
i s  n o t  r e a d .  
Note : 
Repeat  for  each load set .  w i n c l u d i n g  E n d - o f - F i l e .  
Figure 9.-Contents of the  File ' L  D TAPE" 
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S i z e  -
NSP x 1 
2NSP x 1 
2NSP x 1 
2NSP x 1 
ENSP x 1 
2NSP x 1 
M a t r i x  
{FREQS} 
. . 
IPHIOS)~ , 
. 
EPHIOS) 
EPHIOS) 
NFORC- 1 , NFORC 
NFORC,NFORC 
End-of-Fi le 
ir 
where 
u 
NSP = I ISPECl  = the number o f  
f requencies  def ining D 
the  input  spectrum 
NFORC = the number o f  P 
exc i ta t ion  forces  
Figure  10.-Contents of the File "IFTAPE" 
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6.5 OUTPUT  DATA 
6rb.l PRINTED  OUTPUT  DATA 
ne input data for each of the L221 (TEV156) modules will be echo-printed except 
where  noted;  i.e., printing of FINDRMS input  matrices  is  optional.  Other  printed  output 
matrices  will be  discussed  by  module. 
~. 
Program  FINDRMS 
The RMS values  and  zero  crossings  will be printed for .each  FINDRMS  solution. 
Optionally,  the following can  also be printed. 
Generalized  coordinates, load transfer  functions,  and  output  spectrum at each 
1 ’ frequency (see option IPRINT of card 4.3, sec. 6.3) 
O Correlation  between  different  loads  (see  option ICORR of card  set 30.0) 
Input  matrices; load equations  and  equations of motion (see  option  ICKPRT of 
card 4.3) 
0 Matrices of intermediate calculations for program checkout (see option ICKPRT of 
card 4.3) 
I) RMS load  values, x, for the  last IRMSPR frequencies  (see  option IRMSPR of 
card 4.3) 
Program  SORTQLS 
After  each  set of card  input  data, SORTQLS  will print one  line for each  item  it  writes 
on  magnetic  file  “NEWTPE”.  The  messages  are  intended  to show the  program’s  progress 
if a failure occurs. 
Program PLOTQLS 
After  each  set of card  input  data, PLOTQLS  will print a one  line  message  for  each  item 
plotted.  The  messages  are  intended  to show the program’s  progress if a failure occurs. 
d6.2 MAGNETIC  FILES  OUTPUT  DATA 
FINDRMS  will write on as many as three  magnetic  files;  “IPTLPE”,  “IRTAPE”  (figs. 11 
and 12, respectively), and “SCRATCH”. SORTQLS, however, will only write on one 
Magnetic  file,  “NEWTPE” (fig. 13). PLOTQLS writes on magnetic  file  “TAPE99”. 
All matrices  contained on these  magnetic  files  are  written by the WRTETP subroutine. 1 
‘Ctemmons, R. E.: Programming Specifications for Modules of the Dynamic Loads Analysis 
System  to  Interface  With FLEXSTAB. NASA Contract NAS1-13918;  BCS-G0701, 
Skptember  1975. ( I n t e r n a l  Document.) 
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“IPLTPE” 
The magnetic file “IPLTPE” is written when it  is requested on card 4.4 of FINDRMS. 
“IPLTPE”, if defined, will contain the arrays calculated in FINDRMS (fig. 11). 
- Size 
(NFREQ X 1 
(NDOF X 1 ) 
(NLD X 1 )  
(NLD X I) 
(NDOF X 1 ) 
(NLD X 1 )  
(NLD x 1) 
(NDOF X I )  
(NLD x 1) 
(NLD X 1 )  
Matr ix  
~~ ~ 
I FREQ 1 
(QMAGR) 
{ QMAGL) 
{SPEC)* 
{ QMAGR 1 
{QMAGL) 
{SPEC)* 
. . 
{QMAGR) 
(QMAGL 1 
{SPEC)* 
End-of-Fi 1 e 
IFREQ) i s   i n  cycles per second 
.J Each Load set generates two 
so lu t i ons  i f  t h e  s t a t i c  e l a s t i c  
s o l u t i o n  was requested with one 
f i l e   c r e a t e d   f o r  each s o l u t i o n  
* I f  IPLRMS = 1 on Card 4.3, { E )  which  contains  the  values 
wil be w r i t t e n  on “IPLTPE” immediately a f t e r  {SPEC) f o r  each 
frequency. 
Figure 1 1.-Contents of the File ” IPL TPE” 
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“IRTAPE” 
The  magnetic file “IRTAPE” is written  when it  is requested on card 4.4 of FINDRMS. 
“IRTAPE”. if defined, will  contain  the  arrays calculated in FINDRMS (fig. 12). 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
(NDOF X 1 )  
(NDOF x 1 )  
(NLD X 1) 
(NLD x 1) 
(NDOF x 1 )  
(NDOF x 1 )  
(NLD x 1 )  
(NLD x 1 )  
(NDOF x 1 ) 
(NDOF x 1 ) 
(NLD x 1 )  
(NLD X 1 )  
Each Load set generates two 
so lu t ions  if t h e  s t a t i c  e l a s t i c  
so lu t i on  was requested wi th  one 
f i l e  c r e a t e d  f o r  each s o l u t i o n  
1 for FREQ( 1 1 
4 
{FREQI i s  i n  c y c l e s  p e r  second 
{QRI and {Q,) a re the rea l  and 
imaginary parts o f  {Q)  
{ S m 8 1  and { W C I )  are the rea l  
and imaginary parts of  {m}. 
Figure  12.-Contents of the  File ‘IRTAPE” 
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"NEWTPE" 
The ,magnetic file "NEWTPE" is written whenever SORTQLS is &A. "NEW''~'PE" 
contain alternating matrices of independeht and dependent variables to be plotted b$. 
another program (see  fig. 13). 
. .  
Size 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
(NFREQ X 1 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
(NFREQ x 1 ) 
Ma tri x 
:nd-of-Fi le  
{FREQI = SCALX * {FREQ) 
{ITEMi} = SCALY times the i th   i tem  sor ted  
by SORTQLS . 
Figure 13.-Contents of the File 'NEWTPE" 
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I 
8.5.3 PUNCHED  CARDS 
There is an option in  FINDRMS that  will  cause  the  program to punch  on  cards  the RMS 
load values, {A), and  number of zero  crossings, {No}, for each  solution.  This  option  is 
requested  by IPUNCH of card 4.3 (sec. 6.3). 
The matrices {A) and {No) will be punched on cards with the format of 7E10.3 with 
each  matrix  starting at  the  beginning of a card  (fig. 14). 
0 . .   no^^^ 
L 1! 
Figure 74.- Format of 1.1 and /No 1 Punched on Cards 
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6.6 RESTRICTIONS 
General: 
0 Maximum core size allowed for L221 (TEV156) is 2OOOOO8. 
0 All input  variables  must  be  within  the  ranges  defined  in the card input data 
(sec. 6.3) 
FINDRMS: 
0 A maximum of 10 loads  may be correlated  with  any  particular  load 
0 Loads per  degree of freedom may  be  printed at a maximum of 10 different 
frequencies 
0 A maximum of 10 load sets in one data case 
Use of the  multiple forcing  function  option  (app. C) results  in  the following restrictions: 
No gradual  penetration 
No feedback 
No loads  correlation 
No static-elastic  solution 
Generalized coordinates and load frequency response functions may  be  plotted for 
only the first excitation force 
{ C2) and {c2} are null 
Loads per  degree of freedom may not be printed 
Kussner  lift  growth  function  must = 1 
Only the  tabular  input  spectrum  can be used 
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6.7 DIAGNOSTICS 
All  errors  detected by L221  (TEV156)  will result  in  the  printing of a diagnostic  error 
message.  These  messages are self-explanatory  and  are of the following formata: 
******** FATAL  ERROR  n 
DIAGNOSED  WHILE EXECUTING ROUTINE name 
other  lines  describing  the  error 
******** WARNING ERROR n 
DIAGNOSED  WHILE EXECUTING ROUTINE name 
other  lines  describing  the  error 
where  n  is  the  error  number  (from 1 to 191, and  name  is  the  name of the  routine  in 
execution  when  the  error  was  detected. 
All errors  are  fatal  unless  they  have  been  diagnosed as warnings.  The  following  list is a 
brief  description of each  error. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Premature end-of-file was encountered  in  the  card  input  file. 
Keyword is  not  appropriate. 
Keyword is  not  recognizable  to  L221  (TEV156). 
Tested  parameter  is  not  within ita specified  range  or i t   is   in conflict  with  other  options 
(see  the  card  input  data, sec. 6.3). 
Illegal  magnetic  file  definition. 
Required  core is found  to  be  too  large. 
READTP error  (see sec.  6.7.1). 
WRTETP error  (see sec.  6.7.2). 
PRINTWPRNTCM  error  (see sec.  6.7.3). 
Improper  matrix  size. 
FSF error.  The  returned  value i contains  the  number of file  marks  remaining  to  be 
skipped  when an end-of-information  was  encountered. If n  files  were  to be spaced, 
then  (n-i)  filee  were  spaced  before  the  error  was  detected. 
[SUMM] matrix  was found  to  be singular  when  routine CGLESM was  called; CGLESM 
solves AX = B for X. 
Extrapolation is required  over  the  tabular  input  spectra. 
VARDIM routine  errors  (see  sec. 6.7.4). 
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15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
FETEDIT errors  (see sec.  6.7.5). 
Rudder limiting (RLIMIT) did not converge; This is nonfatal error and execution 
will continue  (see  app. B). 
Unable  to  sort or  plot the RMS load values, x, because  they  were  not  contained  in 
file  “IPLTPE”.  This  is a nonfatal  error  and  execution will  continue. 
Number of requested  plots  is  incorrect.  This is a nonfatal  error  and  execution will 
continue. 
. .  
Unable to  plot 0. on log grid.  The  current  plot will be omitted.  This  is  a  nonfatal 
error  and  execution will continue. 
6.7.1 READTP  ERROR  CODES 
Error code = ‘ 0  
= 1000+1 
- 2 
- 3 
= 3000+I 
No errors  are  detected  during  reading. 
A forward space file (FSF) error occurred, where I is the 
number of file marks remaining to be skipped  when an 
end-of-information was encountered. 
Number of matrices or files to be skipped, before reading 
starts, is less  than zero. 
Dimensioned number of rows in the matrix is less than 
zero. 
A forward space record (FSR) error occurred, where I is 
the number of records  remaining to  be  skipped  when  either 
an end-of-file or end-of information  was  encountered. 
Number of rows  in  the  matrix is grea te r   than   the  
dimensioned row size in  the  program. 
Name  check  failed. 
Number of rows in the matrix (M) times the number of 
columns (N) is greater than the buffer size; or M * N s 0. 
End-of-file was read. If it occurs while reading the matrix 
ID, no information is stored in the user’s area. If it occurs 
while  reading  the  matrix,  the ID information will be stored. 
Note  that  the  records  will  always be in pairs and an 
end-of-file  should always be  encountered  with the ID record. 
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6.7.2 WRTETP ERROR  CODES 
Error code = 0 
= l O O O + I  
- 2 
- 3 
= 3000+I 
No errors  are  detected  during  writing. 
FSF error occurred, where I is the number of file marks 
remaining to be skipped when an  end-of-information  was 
encountered. 
Number of matrices or files to be skipped, before writing 
starts,  is less than zero. 
Dimensioned number of rows in the matrix is lese than or 
equal  to  zero. 
FSR  error  occurred,  where I is  the number of records 
remaining to be skipped when either an end of file or 
end-of-information  was  encountered. 
Actual number of rows in the matrix is greater than the 
dimensioned  number of rows  in  the  matrix. 
Number of rows in the matrix (MI times the number of 
columns (N) is  greater  than  the buffer  size. 
6.75 PRINTMPRNTCM  ERROR  CODES 
Error code = 0 No error  was detected. 
- 3 Number of dimensioned  rows  is  less  than  or equal  to zero. 
- 4 Actual  number of rows is  greater  than  the  number of 
dimensioned rows. 
- 6 Actual  number of rows  t imes  the actual   number  of 
6.7.4 VARDIM  ROUTINE  ERROR  CODES 
DELETR error code = 0 Successful. 
columns  is  less  than  or  equal  to zero. 
= -2 Name of the  array is not  contained  within  the 
VARDIM library. 
INITIR  error code = 0 Successful. 
I 
= -1 Previous array of the same name was destroyed before 
the new  one  was  established. 
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= 1 Maximum  number of catalog  entries  was exceeded. 
= 2 One of the array dimensions is zero. 
= 3 Blank common storage  was exceeded. 
= 4 Routine STARTR was  not  called  beforehand. 
LOCATR error code = 0 Successful. 
= -1 STARTR was  not  called  beforehand. 
= -2 Name of the  array  is  not  contained  within  the 
VARDIM library. 
6.7.5 FETEDIT ERROR CODES 
FETADD error code = 0 
= -1 
= 1  
= 2  
= 3  
FETDEL error code = o  
= -1 
= 1  
Successful. 
File  has been  previously  defined, no action  taken. 
An illegal  tape  number. 
Length of either  the buffer or  array was too small. 
Maximum number of files has already been defined 
(49 allowed). 
Successful. 
File was not  defined,  no  action  taken. 
An illegal  tape  number. 
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7.0 SAMPLE PROBLEM 
The sample  problem  shown  in  this  section  is a vertical gust analysis of a typical large 
subsonic jet  transport  airplane. The theoretical  math model  consista of two  rigid body 
degrees of freedom  (vertical  translation  and  pitch)  and  six  wing  elastic  normal modes. 
Unsteady  aerodynamics  was  modeled  only  for  the  wing  with  the  Doublet  Lattice 
method. The rigid body aerodynamics representation (rigid body stability derivatives) 
was  obtained  from  corrected  wind  tunnel  data. 
The load equations  were  generated  using  the  force  summation  method. 
. .  
I 
Sample Problem Card Input Data 
sFIIEaMWCY 
STITLE DOlMLET LATTICE UNSTEADV AERO CHECK  CASE 
S T I l L E  
MULTICLL FREQUENCV OECENOENl MATRICES 
S T I T L E  THE LOAOS EOUATIONS WLL BE REAO FROM THE MAGNETIC F lLE  
STITLE LOOICE. 
r T r T L r  
~~ ~~ 
0 I R O W S  
FlEQUENCY OECENDENT AERO. 8 DEG. OF FREEOOMr 8 LOAOSe 210 FREQUENCIES 
I 710 0 20 0 
0 
1 
EaMTCE 
1. 
1. 
1.0 
0.0 
.OS 
.55 
1. 1 
1.8 
3.0 
6.15 
5.0 
8.50 
10.25 
12.0 
15.50 
13-15 
17.25 
20.75 
19.0 
22.5 
24.25 
26.0 
29- 50 
27.75 
31.25 
33.0 
34.15 
38. 
41.1 
4%. 
48.9 
52. 
s5.5 
U . S  
1 0 0 0  
0 0 1 0  
-~ 
nor 1) E 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
029.S331 2500. 
.1 
1.2 
.6 
3.3 
1.v 
1.0 
5.25 
8.15 
10. 50 
12.25 
14.0 
IS. 7 5  
lT.50 
19.25 
21.0 
22-71 
24.50 
26.25 
29.15 
31.50 
33.25 
35. 
3I.5 
42. 
45.5 
49. 
S2.5 
56. M. 
28.0 
Hwbrta 
. .  
Y O A O  
*HI0 
1 0 1  
8 
0 0 1  
.2 
- 6 5  
2.0 
1.3 
3.6 
5.5 
9.0 
1.25 
10.75 
12.50 
14.25 
11.15 
16.0 
19.50 
21.25 
23.0 
24. ?I 
26.50 
30.50 
31.15 
35.5 
33.50 
42.5 
39. 
4 t .  
49.5 
53. 
54.5 n. 
0 
I 1  
1 1  
2 c . 2 ~  
0 
0 
1 
0. 
0. 
03 
.r 
1.4 
2.1 
3.9 
5.15 
7.50 
9.25 
11.0 
It.?¶ 
14.50 
18.0 
16.25 
21.5 
19.75 
25.0 
23.25 
26.15 
30.25 
28.50 
32.0 
33.75 
36. 
39.5 
43. 
66.5 
50. 
13.5 
57. 
U. 
0 0  
0 0  
LODV?€ 
0. 
0 .* 
04 
.I 
2.2 
1.5 
4.2 
6.0 
9.50 
1.1s 
11.25 
14. 75 
13.0 
16.50 
20.0 
18.25 
21.75 
23.50 
25.25 
27.0 
30.50 
28.75 
32.25 
36.5 
34. 0 
40. 
43.5 
47. 
50.5 
S I .  
57.5 
88.  
1 
1 
0. 
0. 
.45 
.9 
2.4 
1.6 
4.5 
6.25 
0.0 
9.75 
1 I .so 
15.0 
13.2s 
16.75 
18.50 
22 .O 
20.25 
23.75 
25.50 
27.25 
29.0 
32.50 
30.75 
37. 
34.25 
40.5 
44. 
51. 
41.5 
54.5 
58. 
94 . 
0. 
0. 
.5 
1. 
2.7 
1.7 
4.8 
6.50 
8.25 
10.0 
13.50 
11.15 
15.25 
18-15 
11.0 
20.5 
2 2 ; z s  
25.75 
24.0 
27.so 
29.25 
31.0 
32.75 
34.50 
41- 
64.5 
48. 
51.5 
58.5 
55. 
99. 
37.5 
1.0 OATA4 
1.1 DATA4 
1.1 O A t A 4  
1.1 OATA4 
1.1 OATA4 
1.1 DATA4 
1.1 DATA4 
1.1 DATA4 
1.1 O A I A 4  
1.1 O A l A 4  
2.0 DATA4 
1.1 DATA4 
3.0 OAlA4 
4.2 O A T A 4  
4.1 DATA4 
4.3 EMPOS 
4.4 CMCOS 
YACIIER O A l A 4  
KUSSNER OATA4 
9.1 01114 
6.0 O A f A 4  
Y-1 11.2OAlA4 
Y-2 11.20ATA4 
Y-3 l l .ZOATA4 
Y-4 11.20ATA4 
Y-5 11.20ATA4 
Y-6 ll.ZOATA4 
Y-7 ll.ZOATA4 
Y-8 ll.ZOATA4 
Id-9 11.ZOATA4 
Y-lOIl.ZOATA4 
Y-121 I .ZOITA4 
Y-131I.ZOATA4 
U-1411.ZOATA4 
Y-l~ll.ZOATA4 
Y-16l l .ZOATII  
Y - 1 7 1 l . Z O A T A 4  
Y-1811.20ATA4 
Y-20 1 l .ZOATA4 
Y-1911.2OATAI 
Y-Zlll.ZOATA4 
Y-llll.ZOA~A4 
Y-22 11. ZOATA4 
Y-i!311.20ATA4 
Y-2411.2DATAC 
Y-ZSl1.20ATA4 
Y-2711.20AlA4 
Y-Z&II.ZOATA4 
Y-Z811.2DATA4 
Y-2911.20A1AI 
W-3011.2DlTM 
1S. l  O A l A 4  
12.0 oLIA4 
53.1 OLTA4 
31.0 DAlA4 
49.0 OATA4 
3 
2 
4 
7 
8 
9 
LO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
17 
1 
21 
2 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37  
38 
39 
41 
40 
42 
43  . 
44 
46 
45 
t: 
49 
50 
51 
52 
54 
53 . 
55 
11 
u 
58 
59 
Card Input Data (Concluded) 
SSORTOLS 
T l T L t  
T ITLE 
TITLE 
SORT 0 1 
3 
son1 LOAOS 
I 
1 
SLNO SORTOLS EXECUTIOH 
T I T L E  
SPLO1U.S USERS NAME I TELEPHONE HO. I WAIL STOP I ORG. 
T I T L F  SAMPLE PLOTOLS EXECUTION. 
T I T L E  
PLOT 
3 
0 1 
LABEL EXAMPLE. P L O l l f f i  LABEL 
PLOT LOAOS 1 
SEN0 PLOIOLS EXECUl ION 
LOU11 THE TEV156  PQOGRAWMING S V S l E M  
SAMPLE SOUTOLS EXECUTIOM. 
1 
. .. 
50.0 
51.0 
51.0 
51.0 
59.1 
59.2 
59.1 
59.2 
61.0 
63 0 
62.0 
63.0 
63.0 
17.2 
72.0 
1 7 . 1  
. . 17.2 
11.1 
19.0 
. 80.0 
EHPOS 3 
EHPOS 4 
EHPOS 5 
ERPOS 6 
EMPQS 1 
EHPOS 8 
EHPOS 9 
EMPOS 10 
EMPW I1 
EMPOS 12 
EMPUS 13 
EMPOS 14 
ERPOS 15 
EHPOS I L  
EHPOS 17 
EMPOS 19 
EHPOS 18 
EHPOS 20 
EMPUS 21 
OATA4 bo 
Sample Problem Printed Output 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PROGRAM L221 VERSION EL 
8EGINMING EXECUTION ON THE BCS 6600- 
DATE OF RUN IS 1b/O9/29. 
TIME OF RUN IS 21.14.13. 
*~****~***.****,***********0*******.********0********* 
. . -  . .  
t S T I T L E  MULTIPLE FREOUENCY  EPENDENT MATRICES 
1.0 I 
1.1 1 
1.1 I 
1.1 I 
t sr ITLE 
I S T l l L E  THE EPUATIONS OF MOTION WILL BE REA0 FROM THE MAGNETIC F I L E .  1-1 I 
1.1 J 
t S l l T L E  EOMTPE. 
t S l I l L E  1.1 I 
1.1 I 
I SI I T L E  LODTPE, 
t S l l T L E  THE LOAOS EOUATIONS Y I L L  BE READ FROH THE MAGNETIC F I L E  1.1 I 
1.1 
. . . .  . . . .  . .  . . .  . .  . , .  . , . 
FlNDRMSr THE PROCRAM TO F I N D  THE P S I  RH5 AND NUMBER 
OF ZERO CROSSlNGSr IS NOY I N  EXECUTION. 
ACCWULATED  CP SECONDS - . 9150 
THE I N I T I A L  CARD INPUT TO FINDRMS FOLLDYS. 
DATA CASE LABEL  (CAR0 SET 3.0). 
IFREOUEYCV  OEPENOENT AERO, 8 DEG. OF FREEOOMr 8 LOAOS. 210 FREWENCIES I 
I R O U E M  S I Z E  (CARD 4.11. 
NUIIBER OF FREOULNCIES 
WVMRER OF DEGREES OF  FREEODM t N D f f l  = 0 
INFRCOI - 210 
NIJMOER OF  K-VALUES 
FREPUENCV OEPENOENT M A T R I C E S   Y I L L  BE READ. 
(NKVALI 20 
THE NATRICES  AT THC SOLUTION  FIEOUENCV. 
INTERPOLATION n lLL  BE USEO TO FINO 
OPl lOWLL  CAPABIL171ES  (CARD 4.21. 
FREOUENCIES t I F R E 0 1  Y I L L  BE REA0 FROM CARDS  IN'RAO./SEC. 
SPECTRUM NUnbER ( I S P E C I  1 YILL 8 E  USED. 
THE SLME DAMPING FACTOR MILL BE USE0 FOR EACH  FREEBOH ( IOAMP &T.OI. 
INTEGRATION UlLL BEGIN AT FREOtlIr AN0 NOT ZERO I 1NTLRO~EO.I). 
OUTPUT  OPTIONS  (CAR0 4.31. 
THE GEN. COORO. AND LO. TRANSFER FOR EACH FREQUENCV AS H E L L  AS THE 
F I N A L  RMS AN0 NO. OF ZERO CROSSINGS M I L L  BE PRINTED 1IPRlNT.EQ.lJ. 
PRINT ONLV THE F I N A L  RMS VALUES 
THE  INPUT  MAlRlCES YILL BE PRINTED 
IIRMSPR.EQ.01. 
I 1CIPRT.GT.OJ. 
INPUT  APE  OPTIONS  ICARO 4.4). 
THE INPUT M A T R I C E S  U l L L  BE REA0 FROM EONTPE 
THE PLOT O A T A  *ILL nE YRITTEN ON PLOTTPE 
YACNER FUNCTION  COEFFICIENTS  ICARO 5.11. 
.1000E*01 0. 0. 0. 
KUSSNER FUNCl lON  COEFFICIENTS  (CAR0 5-21. 
.1000E*Ol 0. 0. 0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0 ,  
0. 
0. 
THE  CORE REQUIRED FOR TA6ULAR INPUT SPECTRUMtSI 
INPUT CONSTANTS (CARD SET 6 ) .  
L - .100OE+O\ 
L 
VEL = .8295E+03 
= .2500E+C4 
THE SlRUClURLL O A l l P l N t  FLCTOR (CARD 9.1) USED FOR 
-0754E-01 
.1751E+00 
.2865E+00 
.4775E+00 
.7958E+OO 
. l O I 4 E + O l  
.1353E+01 
1631E+01 
.19 lOE+Ol  
.Zl8bE+Ol 
.2467E+01 
.2745€+01 
.3302E+Ol 
.3024E+Ol 
.3581E+01 
.4138E+01 
.3860E+01 
. 4 4 1 7 € * 0 1  
. 4 6 9 5 € + 0 1  
.497+F*OI  
.5252E*Ol 
.5531E+Ol  
. ~ O ~ E * O I  
.660SE+pl 
.7162E*O1 
.7719E*01 
.8276E*Ol  
.9947E*Ol 
.8833E+O1 
.1035E+00 
.3183€+00 
.2069E+00 
.5130€+00 
.8154E+00 
.1154E+Ol 
.143ZE+01 
.1711E+01 
.1989E+Ol 
.2268€*01 
.2546E+Ol 
.282SE+OI  
.3104E+Ol 
.3382€+01 
.3661E*Ol 
. 3 9 3 9 t + 0 1  
.421RE*Ol 
.4496E+Ol 
. 4 7 7 5 € + 0 l  
.5332E+Ol 
.5650E+01 
.6764€+01 
.7321E*Ol 
.8435E+OL 
.899ZE+Ol 
- 1 1  94E*OZ 
. 5 0 5 3 € * 0 l  
.6207E*Ol 
.7878E+01 
.1114€+00 
.2228€+00 
.6207E+00 
.3342E+00 
.9151E+00 
1194€+01 
- 1 4  72E +01 
.175lE+01 
.2029E+Ol 
.2308E*Ol 
.2586E+Ol 
.286SE+Ol 
.3143E*01 
.3422E+O1 
.3700E+01 
.3979E+Ol 
.4257E+01 
.4814E+Ol 
.4536E+Ol 
.5371E+OI 
.5093E*Ol 
.5730E+Ol 
.6287E*Ol 
.6844E+Ol 
.74OlE+Ol 
.8515E+Ol 
.1305E+O2 
.9072E+0l 
.79seE+o1 
1S OOOOl l77SI  
LLL  OEGREES  OF  REEDOM - 
-6366E-01 
.3501E+00 
.2387€*00 
.6685€+00 
.9549€*00 
-1233  E+01 
- 1 5 1 2 € + 0 1  
.1790E+Ol 
.2069E+01 
.2348E*Ol 
.2626E*01 
.2905E+01 
.3183E+OI 
.3740E+Ol 
.3462E+Ol 
. 4 0 1 9 € + 0 1  
.4297E+01 
.4516E+Ol 
.4854E+Ol 
.5133E*Ol 
. 5 4 l l E + 0 1  
.63b6E*01 
.SB09E+Ol 
.6923E+01 
.7480E*31 
.8594E+01 
. 9 1 S l E * O l  
I 4 0 1  E*OZ 
.1273E+00 
. e o 3 7 ~ + 0 1  
.1432t+00 
.7162E-O1 
- 2 5 4 6  E+OO 
-38 20 E+OO 
.7162E+00 
.1273E+0 1 
.994?€+00 
. 1 5 S Z E 4 0 1  
.1830L+OL 
.2109E+01 
.2387f+01 
.2944€+01 
.3501E*OI 
. 3 2 2 3 t + O l  
.40St)E+Ol 
.4337E+Ol 
.4615E+Ol  
.5173E+Ol 
.4894E*Ol 
.545lE+OI  
.5881)E+Ol 
.6446E+OI 
.7560E+Ol 
.7003E+01 
.8117E*lJl 
.8674E+Ol 
.1496E*02 
.2666E+01 
.3780€+01 
.9231E+Ol 
4 -  
M I  l42 R3  II4 MS Mb I1 S2 S f  S4 55 Sb 
L O l l l O  0 0 0 0 0 ~  
CZ C3 FLL P H I 1  
0 1 0 0  
THE CORE REQUIRED TO FIND THE CEN. C0090.  15  00001215143 
L A 8 n  M I  
S I Z E  8 ROUS AN0 8 COLUMNS 
"""""""""""""""""""""" 
1 
0.  
0 .  
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0 .  
0. 
2 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
3 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
4 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.91463E+O3 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
5 
0. 
0 .  
0 .  
0. 
.4589€404 
0. 
0. 
0. 
6 7 
0.  0. 
0. 0. 
0.  0. 
0. 0. 
0 .  0. 
.3413€*01 0. 
0. .61143€+05 
0.  0. 
6 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.9??2€*& 
cm UYN 
ROY 
ROY 
ROW 
ROY 
nnu 
ROY 
ROY 
ROY 
1 2 3 
1 .9788€+03 0. 0. 
2 0. .1729E+09 0. 
3 0. 0. .239bE*Q2 
4 0. 0.  0. 
5 0 .  0. 0. 
6 0. 0 .  0. 
7 0. 0. 0. 
8 0. 0. 0. 
4 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.2517€+02 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
5 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.9367E+Q1 
0. 
0. 
0 .  
6 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.8987E*02 
0 .  
0 .  
7 
0. 
0 .  
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.6493E+OL 
0. 
8 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
.8975€+01 
LABEL FREOW 
S I Z E  1 ROUS AN0 20 COLUMNS 
""""""""""""""""""""""" 
COL  UNN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
.4BfJ6€-01 .8000E400 .1698E+01 .3594E+Ol .6241E+Ol .7988€+01 .1098E+02 .1348€+02 .1599E+02 .1897€+02 
.2197E+O2 .Z!596E+02 .3195E+O2 .3894E+O2 .4294E+O2 .4593E+OZ .519ZE402 .689O€+OZ .148QE+O2 .99856+02 
THE FREOUENCV DEPENDENT FREQUENCV MATRIX IFREPMI I N  CVCLEWSECOND. 
.77768-02  .1273€+00  .27 2€+00  .572 E+00  .9933E+00 .1271€+01 .1748E+Ol 
.2146E+Ol  .2544€+01  .3019€+01  .3496€+01  .4132E+Ol . 5 0 8 5 € + 0 1  .1198E+01 
.6833E+Ol .7310E+Ol .8264E+OI  .1097E*O2  -1192E402  .1589E+OZ 
Note: The equations of motion input matrices (&, Mg, and C3) have been omitted 
from this document. 
Note: The frequency-dependent equations of motion input matrices (Q, Ms, and 
have been omitted from this document. 
H E P t  11 = .1458+02 CYCLESISEC. t .5000E-01 RAD./SEC.t 
RESPCNSE CACNITIJOE PHASE ANGLE 
1 
2 - .91167€-03 
.10113€*02 
3 
4 153 13E-03 
.21366€-02 
5 .88676€-05 
6 
T 
.13561E-01 
8 - .27395E-04 
-89028E-04 
-. 292l lE-Ob .58339€*02 -. 16884t-01 
-.10764E-03 
-.64332E-03 
-.2B50CE-03 
-.34IBlE-03 
.108562-03 
.593 15E *02 
.91813€-03 
1 lOB9E-01 
.72402€-03 
.649401-03 
.2OblbE-03 
- 1  11 96E-03 
.35327€-03 
"""""""""""""""""i-""""""""""""""" 
H E 0 4  2 )  9 -159tE-01 CYCLES/S€C- ( . lOOOE*00 RAD./SEC.) 
.29034€*02 
-.34158E-01 
.32373€-04 
-. 14381E-02 -. 13025E-02 
-.57564€-03 
-.b9594€-03 
.22082€-03 
Note:  Frequencies 3 through 208, including  the  associated  frequency-dependent 
equations of motion input matrices (Q, M5, and C3), have been omitted from 
this document. 
RFSPONSE MAGHITLDE PHASE ANGLE 
2 
1 .75946€-03 
.49438E-Ob 
3 
5 
.344S1€-02 
5 
,24296E-02 
6 
-57369E-03 
.22801E-03 
8 - .32289€-02 
7  .63770E-02 
-27962E-03 
.16401E-06 
.22180E-02 
-11457E-02 
-- 18003E-03 .19767E-04 
.39910E-02 
.93835€-03 
.79993€-03 
.52C88€-06 
-36313E-Ct 
.32897E-C2 
.57403€-03 
.29052E-G3 
.75229€-02 
.33625€-OZ 
.35lIOE*00 
.320326+00 
.32IOOE*03 
.73990€+00 
.34442 E-01 
.56148E+Ol 
.55920€+00 
. Z ~ I ~ O ~ E + O L  
"""""~"~""""""~"~"""""~""""" 
FAEOIZIO) = .ISl6E+OZ CYCLESISEC. I .9900E+02 RAO.'/SEC.I 
RESPONSE MAGNITUOE  PHASE ANGLE 
14146€-Ob 
-2bCF9E-03 
.20300E-02 
.11022E-02 
-. 1294lE-03 .4194lF-04 
.35661E-02 
-93460E-03 
. n q 4 1 ~ - 0 3  
.47181E-O6 
.33357€-02 
.57078€-03 
.30531E-02 
-23222E-03 
.67832€-02 
.28871 E-02 
.31315€+00 
.36592€+00 
.72736€+00 
.33685€+00 
,84090E-01 
.5692lE+O1 
.553S7E+00 
. 2 e 1 1 9 ~ + 0 1  
I SLOAO n o  LODTPE 
THE F I L E  DEF (NED @ Y  INTAPE IEDWTPE I Y l L L  BE REPLACED BV LOlAPE. 
LDTAPE WHICH C C I I A I N S  THE LOA0 EOU~TIONS IS DEFINE0 AS LOOTPE 
I N €  NUORER OF LUAC EOUATIGNS I N  SET 1 IS I 
l 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1  
CHOOSE HATIICES T O  OE R E A 0  FOR LOADS SOLUTION I C A R O  SET 33) .  
M 0 l R l C E S  ASSUMED  NULL Ah0 NO1 READ I F  CODE 0. 
M B l  MB2 M83 H I 4  PES HU6 SB1  SBZ 583 SO4 SBS SO6 
0 0 1 1 1 0  o c o o o o  
C2I C3B P H I T I  
0 1 0  
COL UMN 
ROY 1 
ROW 2 
ROY 3 
ROY 4 
ROY s 
ROU 6 
ROU 7 
ROW 8 
1 
.2020E+02 
1638f *03 
.4709E*03 
.25906-02 
.2590E-CZ 
.2590€-02 
.2590€-02 
.2590E-G2 
2 
.8198E+O4 
.3571€+05 
.9257E+04 
.1456€*01 
.8817E*00 
.1741E*OO 
-.4028E*OO 
0. 
3 
.1247E*02 
.4642E*OP 
.3624€*02 
.2590€-02 
.118ZE-O2 
.6979E-04 
- . I499E-03 
0. 
4 
.7925E+Ol 
-.5952E+Ol 
-.9530E*Ol 
.2590€-02 
.488lE-03 
-.3017E-O4 
.5830€-04 
0. 
5 
.4694E+OI 
-0 1283€*02 
-. 1663E+02 
.2590E-02 
-.B700E-01 
-.2917€-03 
.7573E-04 
0 .  
6 
.26021+03 
-.2279E+Ol 
.5472E+02 
.2590€-02 
-.2612E-03 
.6502€-03 
-.2852€-03 
0 .  
7 
-.6585€+00 
.1503€+01 
.9569€+01 
.2590E-02 
-.5400€-03 
-3199.E-03 
-.4320€-04 
0. 
8 
-.1545E+OI 
.2726E+Ol 
-.1093E+02 
.2590E-02 
-. 1916E-03 
-. 2806E-03 
04949E-04 
0. 
Note: The load equations  input matrices (&, &, and c3) have been omitted from this 
document. 
.. . 
. . .  . 
Note:  The  frequency-dependent  load equations input matrices (&, R g ,  and have 
been omitted from this document. 
LOAOS 
.312633E+OZ 
. 14992€+02  
.37249E+O2 
- e3  1167E-03 
- .37156€-03  
-~31177€-03 
- .37778€-03 
- .37782€-03 
MACNITUOE  .PHASE ANGLE OUTPUT SPECTRUM 
(RAD.)  LOAD/lRAD./LEN.) 
.15332E+02 
.33041€*02 
. k l b b l E + 0 2  
' .3840lE-03 
.38363E-03 
.38430€-03 
. 38410€-03  
. 3 e 3 2 9 ~ - 0 3  
.19274E+06 
.89S14E+Ob 
.14235E*07 
.12067€-03  
.12046€-03  
.12091E-03 
. 12109€-03  . I Z 0 9 7 E - 0 3  
"_"""_"""""""" 
FREOt 2) .159ZE-O1 CVCLES/SEC. 4 .IOOOE+00 RAO./SEC.I 
VALUE OF INPUT SPECTRUM = . 8 b 5 5 5 € + 0 3  0. ILEN./SEC.)**Z/lRAO.*LEN.J 
LOADS 
1 - .41179E+Ol 
2 - .12956€*02 
3 -.Z19IOE+CZ 
4 -.3 1653C-04 
5 -.3667E-04 
6 - .43343€-01 
7 - .4864b€-OI  
8 -.44943€-04 
. 30451€+02  
.639271*02  
- .751S3€-03 
- .75192E-03 
- .75207E-03 -. 1 5 1 WE-03 
-.?5204€-03 
. ?67216+02  
MAGNITUDE PHASE LNGLE OUTPUT SPECTRUM 
1RAO.J LOAO/IRAO./LHI.J 
.3075bE+02 
.65226E+OZ 
.7979bE*OZ 
.75220€-03  
.75283€-03  
-7533ZE-03  
.15354E-03 
.?5339E -03 
Note: Frequencies 3 through 208, including the associated frequency-dependent load 
equations  input  matrices (q, @, and c3), have  been  omitted from this 
document. 
FREOt209) = .14%E+C2  CYCLESISEC. 1 .94OOE+O2 RAO./SEC.l 
VALUE OF INPUT SPECTRUM = .10676E+00 0. t L E N ~ / S E C ~ 1 * * 2 / ~ R A D ~ , L E n . )  
LOAOS 
2 - .15716€+03 
1 .89468E+02 
3 -.49232E+02 
4 -.24838E+CO 
5 -.C154OE-O1 
6 - .45255€-01 
7  - .80431€-02 
8 -. 171538-01 
- .32225€*02 
-.18815€+03 
-.19465E+00 
.29854E+03 
-.14637E-01 
-.09769E-02 
- .47944€-02 
- .63598€-02 
MAGNITUOE  PHASE ANGLE  OUTPUT  S ECTRUM 
tRA0.I  LOAO/tRAO./LEN.I 
.95095E+02 
.24515E+03 
.3025@E+03 
-42499E-01 
,47563E-Ql 
-93637E-02 
.18308E-01 
.31557€+00 
FREOt210) = .1576E*02 CYCLES/SEC= .9900E+02 RAD-ISEC.1 
VALUE OF INPUT SPECTRUM -97923E-01 0. ~LEN.ISEC.l+*Z/~RAO.~LEN~l 
LOAOS 
-.16948€+03 
.90098E*02 
-.12585E+02 
-.25804E*OO 
-.4219@€-01 
- .82904€-02 
- .44753€-01 
- .17292€-01 
-.31315E+02 
-.20044E+QO 
.30@41E+03 
-.10040E-O1 
- .49245€-02 
- .146ElE-01 
-.66257E-C2 
-.I~IIME+O~ 
MAGNITUOE  PHASE ANGLE  OUTPUT  S ECTRUM 
(RAD. I LOAO/ I RAD./L EN- I 
.95405€+02 
.24599E+03 
.30867E+03 
.32675€+00 
.43376E-01 
-96427F-02 
.185186-01 
.47 I OOE -0 1 
.09130E+03 
.59256E*04 
.93297€+04 
. lO454E-01 
-18424E-03 
.21723E-03 
.91050€-05 
-33578 E-04 
""""""""""-"""""""""""""""""""I""- , 
FREQUENCY OEPENDENT AERO, 8 OEG. CF FRECCOII~ 8 LOIOSI 210 FRLWCNCILS 
RCSULTS FOR LOA0 S E l  NO. 1 
" - 
/ 
RMS ZERO  CROSSlNGS 
(PER LcNmR) 
1 .S3591E*03  .10644€-02 
2 .15512€*04  .11629€-02 
4 
3 .lb769E*O4  .22369E-02 
S 
6 
1 
.17458E-01 .63952E-02 
.12299E-O1 .18950E-O2 
. lzoloE-ol  .25276€-02 
. ~ Z ~ ~ Z E * O O  .6se33~-02  
. 4 4 6 7 z ~ - o 1  . 3 3 a l ~ ~ - o z  
a 
t SEW0 
FINDllMS IS FINISMLO. 
ACCUMULATE0 CC SCCOIQS - 23. ~OIO 
41-0 8 
I 
t lSORTOLS 50.0 J 
t T l T L E  
t T I T L L  SAMPLE SORTOLS EXLCUTlON. 
t T I T L E  
t sonr 9 1 
THE NUMBER OF ITEMS TO BE SORTED INSORT) 0 1 
THE NUMBERS IHAT ARE ro BE SORTED. 
3 
C W E  REOUIRED TO SORT IS 0000045,602 
SORr GEM. COORD 3 FROM STANOAPD SOLUTION OF  LOAD SET 1 
f SORT 
THE NUMBER OF ITEMS TO BE SORTED (*SORT) - I LOADS 1 
THE NUMbERS THAT ARE TO BE  SORTED. 
I 
CORE R E W I R E D  TO SORI I S  0000045602 
SORT LOAO VRINS I FROM STANDARD SOLUTION OF LOAO SET 1 
t SEND SORTOLS EXECUTION 
soaTaLs IS FINISHED. 
ACCUM. C I  SLC. 25.3560 
PLoTaLs.  THE PROGRAM USED TO PLOT DATA VECTORS 
15 NOM I N  EXECUIION. 
ACCUMULATED CP SECCNOS * 25.3600 
I T l T L E  
I T I T L E  SAMPLE PLoTaLs EXECUTION. 
I 1 l l L E  
I *LOT 0 
THE NUMBER OF I T E M S  I N P L O l l  TO BE P L O l I E D  - I 1 
THE NUWBFRS THAT  ARE 10 BE PLOTlEO. 
3 
T H E  caw R E a u m o .  TO PLOT I S  o o o o o ~ o ~ ~ o  
PLOT CEN. COORO 3 FROM STANOARO SOLUII.~~, OF LOAO str L 
(LABEL EXAMPLE CLOTlNG  LABEL 
I PLOT LOADS 1 
THE NUMBER OF ITEMS  INPLOT)  TO BE PLOTTEO = I 
rnt NUMBERS THAT ARE TO BE PLOTTED. 
1 
THE CORE REQUIRE0 TO PLOT I S  0000070340 
CLOT LOA0 10ANS I FROM STANDARD SOLUTIo l l  GF LOAD SET 1 
I SEN0 PLOlQLS EXECUTTON 
CLoTaLs I S  FINISHED. 
ACCUMULATE0  CP SECONOS = 27.9190 
72.0 J 
'11.1 J 
19.0 I 

F R E O U E N C Y  [ C P S  I 
OEN. coouo.  no. 3 .  L D A O  SET I 

APPENDIX A 
FREQUENCY  ARRAY FORMULATION 
FINDRMS  can automatically prepare five  different  distributions of frequencies 
FREQi; i = 1, NFREQ 
over which the power spectral density (PSD) solution will be found. The option ISPEC 
(card 4.2) chooses one of the five distributions  shown  below. 
Given:  Initial  frequency, FREQ( I )  or w I (card 1 1.3 1 
Frequency increment, DELTAF or Aw (card 1 1.3) 
Number of frequencies, NFREQ or n  (card 4.1) 
i f  ISPEC= I 
W. J = w 1  + jaw where j = l .  ..., (11-5) 
- 
w11-2 - W11-3 + 1OOOAw 
% - I  - "n-2 + 2000Aw 
On - Wn-I + 3000Aw 
- 
- 
If ISPEC=2 
= w 1  + jaw 
W. J = W. + ~ A w  J- 1 
Wn-4 - Wn-5 + 200Aw 
+ 200Aw 
%-2 - %-3 + 1OOOAw 
On-1 - On-2 + 2000Aw 
On - Wn-I + 3000Aw 
- 
- 
w11-3 - w11-4 
- 
- 
- 
7 
where j= I ,  ..., k, and k= (11-5), truncated 
where j=k+l, ..., (n-5) 
3 
If ISPEC=3 
= w1 + j A o  where  j=1, ..., k, and k= - 1 (n-5), truncated 
2 
0. J - ~ j - 1  + 2Aw where j=k+l, ..., k2, and  k$(n-5),  truncated 4 
where ,j=k2+1, ..., (n-5) - ~ j - 1  + 4 A 0  
'Jn-4 - '41-5 - + 200Aw 
%-2 - %-3 - + 1OOOAo 
%-I - 9 1 - 2  
- + 2000Aw 
On - ~ ~ - 1  + 30OOAw 
If ISPEC=4 
'9 
'3 J- 1 
= 0 1  + jaw where j=1, ..., k, and k=-(n-l5), 1 truncated 
2 
where j=k+l, ..., k2, and k2=- 3 (n-13, truncated 
where  j=k2+1, ..., n-15 
where j=n-14, ..., n-5 
= w. + 2Aw 4 
- - wj-1 + 4Aw 
0. J - ~ j - 1  + 6 A 0  
'51-4 - "n-5 + 200Ao - .  
%-2 
- wn-3 + ~OOOAO 
%-I - %-2 + 2000Aw - 
On - ' h - 1  
- + 3000Ao 
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I f  IFSPEC=5 
wj = W I  + . ~ A w  where j= I ,  ..., 6 
. wj + Aw = a. where j=7, ..., k, and k=- 1 (n-15) 1- 1 2 
- ~ j - 1  + 2 A u  where J=k, .... k2,  and k$(k) 2 
where j=k2, ..., k3 ,  and k3=2k 
whcre j=k-(, ..., k4,  and k4=(n-4) 
- wj-1 + ~ A w  
wj - wj-1 + 6Aw 
% - I  - an-2 - + 2 0 0 0 A w  
wn - Wn-I + 3000Aw - 
APPENDIX B 
SPECIAL FEEDBACK 
The  special  feedback  option is geared  to a particular  problem-the  physical  limit on the 
deflection angle of a rudder used in a feedback damping system. The rudder-limiting 
option,  when activated,  inspects  the  magnitude of the  rudder  angle. When the  angle  is 
less than the limit angle (RLIMIT, 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  radians), the program functions in the 
normal  fashion. A t  any  frequency  where the  angle called  for is  greater  than  the  limit, 
the program decreases the yaw damper gain to match the rudder's physical limit by 
using the ratio of 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ / 6 ~ .  The phase angle remains the same as that originally 
called  for. 
The option has been  used to plot  curves  similar to curve A in  the following sketch. 
I /-- / 
" / 
./-SAS on, limited (A) 
6 gust 
Note: Stability augmentation system (SAS) 
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This  information  allows the engineer  to  determine  the effect of rudder  limiting  on load 
exceedances. 
The  special  feedback  option  results  in  the following three  steps  in  the  program's code. 
1. For  each  frequency,  the  FINDRMS  subroutine  SOLVEQ  calculates { Q)  in  the  same 
manner used  for the  standard feedback  option. 
[SUMM] = [MI]  + i [ g i ~ ] [ h ~ ]  + s[M2] + ... + s2g(s)[M6] 
2. Now SOLVEQ solves for the rudder angle, 6~ 
NDOF 
i = l  
6R = I  Z Fydamp ( a i (  CS2is2 + CSliS + CSOi) ) 
where I a I is  the  absolute  value of the complex number  a. 
3. Next,  the  program  checks 6~ against 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ .  If 6~ s 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the  solution  is accepted. 
If not,  the  feedback  transfer  function is factored  (multiplied by 6~ / 6 ~ )  and 
steps 1 and 2 are repeated  until 6~ falls  within  the  limits of 
lirn 
However, if in five interations 6~ does not  converge  to 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the following 
message  is  printed  and  the  current  solution  is  accepted. 
******** WARNING  ERROR 16 
RUDDER LIMITING DID NOT CONVERGE ON RLIMIT( 1 
FOR  FREQ( 1 = 
AFTER 5 TRIES AMAG = 
RUN  WILL  PROCEED  WITHOUT  CONVERGING. 
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APPENDIX C 
MULTIPLE  EXCITATION  .FORCING FUNCTIONS 
The  analytical  steps followed in  section 5.0 describe the  operation of FINDRMS for a 
system being excited by a single excitation source. FINDRMS can also be used to 
compute the RMS response  levels and  number of zero  crossings  for  systems  responding 
to multiple  excitations.  The  multiple  excitation mode, however, does not include all of 
the capabilities available during the execution of the single excitation mode. The 
following  options are exduded when using  multiple  excitations: 
Feedback 
Gradual  penetration 
Built-in  input  spectrum 
Kussner  lift  growth  function  (f(s)  must = 1.) 
Load correlation 
Printing of loads  per  degrees of freedom 
Static-elastic  solution 
In  addition: 
0 Frequency responses and load transfer functions can be plotted for only the first 
excitation force. 
0 { CL} and { ez}  are null. 
The FINDRMS analytical  steps for multiple  excitations are: 
1. Read card input of options and constants 
2. Read card or magnetic  file  input of equations of motion [MI], [M2] ,..., I&], plue 
the  excitation forces  [C3]. 
Note: [C3] is a rectangular matrix with NDOF (number of degrees of freedom) 
rows and NFORC (number of excitation force)  columns. The  C3ij  element is 
the  excitation scalar for the  ith mode responding to the  jth force. 
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3. For  each of the  NFREQ frequencies,  solve  for  [Q] the  generalized  coordinate 
frequency  response  and  save  [Q]  on “SCRATCH” file. The  generalized  coordinates 
are found by solving the following,equationa. 
[ SUMM] [ Q] s [ SUMC] 
where: 
[SUMM] = [MI] + i [ & ~ ] [ M ; l  + s[M2] + s2[M3] 
where: 
s 
g(s) 
Note: 
4. 
5. 
= iw = Laplace  transform  variable 
= Laplace  transform of the  Wagner  function 
b l s  C I S  d l s  - 
- ”“””--- S + C r l  s + p ,  s + y 1  
[SUMC] = -z[CQ] 
Optionally, the input matrices [ M4], [ Mg], [MG], and [C3] or [G] are 
frequency dependent. Interpolation is required to define those matrices at 
each  frequency, w ,  before calculating  [SUMM],  [SUMC],  and  [Q]. 
Optionally,  the  user  can  delete specified  degrees of freedom.  This  is 
accomplished by zeroing out the appropriate degrees of freedom in the 
[SUMM] and [SUMC]  summation  matrices. 
Read card  or  magnetic  file  input of load  equations  [MI],  [&I, ..., [&I, and  [e3]; 
where [e31 is NLD (number of load equations) by NFORC (number of excitation 
forces). 
For  each  frequency,  read  [Q]  (from  step 3), calculate  [SUMC],  calculate  the  input 
spectrum [+(flu, calculate the output spectrum SPEC, optionally write. data on 
files  “IPLTPE”  and  “IRTAPE”,  optionally  print  [SUMC],  and  keep a running 
integration  over  the  frequencies of {A} and {No}. 
[sVMC] = [SU”][Q] + l~l[E3]  
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.... . . .. 
where  SPEC I i is the  output  spectrum  calculated for  load I at frequency i and is 
found by: 
where (-)* denotes complex conjugate of (-1, +k,j is the  input  spectrum,  and R (-1 
denotes  the  real  part of (-). This  equation  is  derived from the more general form: 
by utilizing  the  Hermitian  property of + k j .  
Note:  Optionally, the  input  matrices [&I, [a,], [&I, [e31 or [T] are 
frequency  dependent  (NKVAL > 1). Interpolation  is   required  to 
define those matrices at each frequency, o, before calculating [SUMM], 
{ sUMC}, etc. 
Optionally,  the  user  can  delete  specified  degrees of freedom.  This is 
accomplished by the zeroing of the  appropriate  degrees of freedom in  the 
summation  matrix, [SUMM]. 
6.  Print [A] and {No} and optionally punch them out on cards. 
7. For  additional  sets of load  equations,  repeat  steps 4 through 6. 
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frequency-dependent  input  matrices,  feedback  damping,  gradual  gust  penetration, 
multiple  excitation forcing functions,  and a static-elastic  solution. 
Program  usage  and a  brief  description of the  analysis used are  presented  in volume I of 
this document. Volume I1 contains a description of the design and structure of the 
program to aid those persons who will maintain and/or modify the program in the 
future. 
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